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Toward a Mediating Ethics
M~st_ of hu~n life short of sainthood is lived by a
mediating ethics which works somewhere between the
capacities of ordinary human beings to act ethically
at all and the absolute moral demands of their religion
and culture. The absolute demands of the Christian
faith, for example, are useful for convicting a person
of sin, but they are of almost no use whatever in guiding
his or her behavior.
Few, for example, attain to that love which loves
their neighbors as themselves, but many can rise up to
a mediating ethics of tolerance, respect, and fair play
for their neighbors. Few attain to that freedom which
lets them sell all that they have and give the money
to the poor, but many can rise up to a mediating ethics
of chan·ty out of their abundance. That faith is wisest
which trusts in the forgiveness of sin and then seeks the
wisdom of a mediating ethics which guides one toward
decency, kindness, and sympathy. As sure as that faith
is the fact that absolute demands for holiness must elude
our performance.
Exploring the mediating ethics for their divorce are
our first two May alumni contributors, Peter Lutze
and Georgia Ressmeyer. Peter was graduated from the
University in 1968, Georgia in 1970, and they were
married twelve years ago and divorced two years ago.
Georgia received her JD. from the Yale School of Law
in 1974 and presently serves as Co-Ordinator of the
Women~ Building Development Project for the Women~ Coalition of Milwaukee. Peter received his
M.F.A. in Film from Brandeis University in 1974 and
his JD. from the University of Wisconsin in 1977 and
presently works as an independent film producer in
Minneapolis.
On a related topic comes the third May alumni
contribution concerning genuine possibilities for
human relationships. From a Christian feminist perspective Thetis Cromie explores our understanding
of power in human relationships, especially that power
which is like the healing power of God and thus strong
enough to admit the influences of others.
Pastor Cromie was graduated from the University
in 1969 with honors in theology and received her A.M.
and D.Min. from the University of Chicago. She was
ordained into the ministry of the Lutheran Church of
America in 1976 and presently serves as a chaplain at
Augustana Lutheran Hospital in Chicago and as a
supervisor of seminary interns from McCormick
Theological Seminary.
The Cresset welcomes alumnae R essmeyer and
Cromie and alumnus Lutze to In Luce Tua.

The Editor
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A Friendship Beyond
Marriage and Divorce
Peter Lutze and Georgia Ressmeyer
Peter begins:

I never expected to be divorced . Divorce was some~hing that ~appened to other people, but not to anyone
m my family or even to my friends. A a chi ld I was
taught that divorce was a sin , the profanation of a acrament, which tinged both the "guilty" and the "innocent"
parties. Even now the word "divorce" ha the dark
sinister air of "immorality" about it. Perhap divorc~
could be justified in some extreme instances, but in
most unhappy marri ages it was your duty to grin and
bear it. You got what you deserved in marriage; you
made your bed, so now li e in it.
Later I came to see that some divorce were not ju t
the result of "i mmorality," but more fundamentally of
impractical, immature, illogical living. People got
divorced who rushed into marriage, who were too
young, or who "had to" get married . Or cl e people
behaved illogically toward one another after marriage:
violence, elfishness, extramarital affair , or ju t irresponsibility destroyed the relation hip. Divor e
would not happen to me because I wa neither immoral nor irrational.
Most of my friends were marri d about the ame
time, within a year of graduation from college. W
marri ed people from imilar backgrounds, with har d
interest , whom we had known and dat d for y ar .
The prognosi was excellent. Yet ten year later nearly
half of us are divorced. What happened?
We changed. Although we w ren't t enager anymore,
we weren't really adults ither. Mo t of u still had
years of chool ahead of us. We had no idea wh r w
would end up, but the pro pe t of movement and change
was exciting. o the Peace Corps, graduate . hool, and
jobs took u around the world or at least around the
country.
ot only did we grow, mature, and mov , but th
world moved too, moved fa ter and fa t r. In thi ma 1strom we lost our en e of pla e and felt upr t d and
homeles . Our friends and famili .
tt r d, our
alternative multiplied, and an hope of tability
eemed to vani h .
3

Trite as it may sound in these times of the "do your own thingers," very few adults ever learn
how to take care of themselves; I was taught that people who didn't have others to take care
of them, or at least to help them take care of themselves, were less than full human beings.

The sexual revolution, a product of the sixties, swept
our society off its feet. I felt I'd missed out on that, born
just a little too early, married a bit too soon. I loved my
wife and didn't really want a "substitute," but there still
remained a nagging doubt, a musing about opportunities lost. Open marriages, new kinds of relationships,
and the feminist movement all called into question the
assumptions of my upbringing. Was I really wedded for
life? If so, what did that mean? And sex came out from
behind the bedroom door. People were no longer afraid
to ask everything they'd always wanted to know about
sex, and they got quite graphic answers. Everybody
talked about it, compared it, and demanded more of it.
ln all this ferment and change it was hard to hang
together, to make school, job, and geographic decisions
that involved two careers. As our interests and commitments diverged it became increasingly difficult to insure
a significant overlap in our two spheres of activity. Peer
social pressure was much more supportive of personal
identity and fulfillment quests than of ongoing relationships.
Sex and marriage were no longer only for the purpose
of having and raising kids. Not having children, we
were freer to separate or divorce when things started
to disintegrate.
Part of our problem was an expectation that once we
found the right mate, we would live happily ever after.
There was the expectation that everyone has a perfect
match somewhere if he or she can only find it. "It" was
true love. Marriage made in heaven. Heavenly marriage. In fact a marriage is a lot of work, a lot of hassles,
a lot of compromises, and quite a few foregone opportunities and unexplored alternatives. It's a commitment.
But to what end? In our era there was a feeling that you
had to get married because everyone else did.
If I marry again it will be much more of a conscious
choice, a deliberate commitment, and a determination
to make sacrifices. Why? First, to establish some continuity in a world of change and some stability in times of
flux. Second, to have kids. As I see increasingly the
importance of children to me, I also recognize that the
optimal environment for them is a good marriage.
But I'll know that I can't control my partner or the
relationship, nor ensure its success. If the other person
quits or chooses a· different course, it's her decision.
That scares me, I'll admit. I've gotten used to the idea
of being married twice, but being twice divorced still
seems terrible.
I was crushed when I realized that I was going to be
divorced the first time. I resisted it as long as possible,
and for years after we separated, we did not sever the
bond legally. The first year of our separation, Georgia
and I had no relationship whatsoever. Any communica4

tion at all was intensely painful and difficult. Staying
legally married was the only kind of tenuous relation
we could maintain. Gradually we began to be able to talk
again, to write letters, to see each other without tension.
As we renewed our friendship and struggled to include
each other in our changed lives, the formal legal relationship became less significant and we were divorced.
She is still an important part of my life, and that
wasn't easy for other women in my life to understand
and accept. But there can be friendship beyond marriage and beyond divorce as well.
Georgia continues:

Until recently I carried a heavy burden of guilt about
the "failure" of my marriage. I never doubted that the
decision to separate was the best choice for me, but I
had nagging regrets about the blot on the family name
and, much more important, about the pain I was causing
Peter.
Today I do not feel guilty. More than that, I do not
believe that the marriage was or is a failure. I am hard
pressed to understand why the love and respect that
Peter and I feel for each other now is any less important
than what we had as part of our "legal" relationship.
For me the learning and teaching between us never
stopped, even during the period of almost no communication. The quality of our love never diminished. Why,
then, is it assumed-by society, and even by Peter-that
the end of the marriage signalled the end of significant
interactions with each other?
In some respects our situation is atypical. Most of the
divorced people I know are not in meaningful communication with their former spouses. This leads me to
question whether societal attitudes about the primacy
of marriage and the finality of divorce are not major
factors in keeping people apart. "Taking sides" -a
blight fostered by our adversary system of justicehappens almost without our being aware of it, even
against the wishes of those whose sides are being "taken."
Parents and relatives want to blame the other party.
Friends fall into lines.
With that kind of support, it is easy to over-simplify,
to buy into the "S/he done me wrong" syndrome, when
in truth it is always a great deal more complicated than
that. I suspect that many divorced people would like
to be friendlier with their former spouses and regret
that they have, either in fact or fantasy, burned their
bridges behind them.
I think that we are all handicapped by the insidious
notion that we need another person to "complete"
ourselves. That kind of thinking encourages us to resort
to sex-role stereotypes to tell us which parts of our
The Cresset
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ourselves, for that kind of thinking encourages us to resort to sex-role stereotypes to tell us
which parts of our personalities we should develop and which parts we should look for in a mate.

personalities we should develop and which we should
look for in a mate.
An example of the harmful effects of such stereotypes
is Pete's pain over knowing that ultimately, from society's point of view, the responsibility for supporting
the family fell on him. My own assurances that I would
work, that we would share the burden, failed to overcome his conditioning. Meanwhile his strain undermined our ability to create solutions, to find ways to
support ourselves which-although riskier than following an established route-could bring all of our
disparate interests together, rather than forcing us to
choose between them. My own insecurity, my undervaluing of my perceptions, prevented me from seizing
part of his burden and exerting leadership in that area.
Trite as it may sound in these times of the pollution
of language by the "do your own thing-ers ," very few
adults ever learn how to take care of themselves. It is a
truism that knowing, loving, and accepting myself are
prerequisites to loving another and to the kind of openness that is not threatened by differences and by changes
in a relationship. Instead of being taught those skills,
I was taught that people who didn't have others to take
care of them, or at least to help them take care of themselves, were less than full human beings.
My own experience has proved the contrary. It seems
to me now that I was less than a full human being while
I was in my marriage. I was dependent, afraid, unsure
of myself. Five years of struggling outside the marriage
have finally brought me to the point of knowing how to
tap my own creativity, how to communicate what I
see, and, perhaps most important for the purposes of
this alumni/ae essay for In Luce Tua, how to really love
another human being.
Perhaps I could have reached that point within my
marriage. I suspect that it would have taken a great
deal longer, that it would have been fraught with a
great deal more pain. I'm not sure that I would have
been strong enough -that I would have had to be strong
enough-to pull it off, especially since I had no idea
what I was missing by not knowing how to get along
on my own.
Peter and I have an ongoing debate about the "sacrifices" that must be made in order for a relationship
to survive. I agree with him that a marriage entails "a
lot of work, a lot of hassles , [and] a lot of compromises,"
but I don't agree that there have to be "quite a few lost
[foregone] opportunities and unexplored alternatives."
I think that two individuals who are secure in themselves, who love and respect themselves even as they
love and respect each other, will not limit each other's
opportunities for growth. I believe that jealousy and
possessiveness spring from a fear of losing something,
May, 1981

and that once an individual knows s/he can face the
abyss alone, "clinging" is perceived as counterproductive.
The "continuity" that Peter seeks through marriage
I find in a community of friends. I do not believe that
it is necessary to close off options in order to have
"stability in a state of flux ." I do not see divorce as a
disgrace or tragedy but rather as an opportunity for
growth. I invite Peter to view me as part of his "continuity," just as he is a part of mine.
Peter concludes:

Georgia and I agree that in times when divorce touches
nearly every family, it is very important that we develop
positive strategies and models for dealing with it. Too
often society and the church have failed by simply condemning divorce, then by ignoring it, and now by being
almost paralyzed by the ubiquity of the phenomenon.
Such great value has been placed on "the family" -on
one particular and hi storically rather recent form of
the family (the nuclear family, with father as economic
provider, mother as domestic worker and childraiser,
and two or three children)-that all other domestic
arrangements are suspect or rejected (single-parent
families, house-husbands, gay families , childless couples,
extended families, sibling cohabitation, or simply
solitude). As Georgia suggests, such static but insistent
moral norms not only increase the pain of divorce, but
in many ways cause it by fostering unreal expectations
of marriage and by discouraging the development of
more flexible and personalized arrangements. If we
don't need a sacrament of divorce (or at least a rebachelor's party), then we at least need a new con eption of marriage.
Too often the institutional church and Christians
with a pro-family, pro-marriage bias tride into thi
arena as defenders of the moral order and forget their
real mission: ministering to people' ne ds. Christ
brought gospel, not a pat morality. His fundamental
opposition to the worship of morality, of cu tom, of
"proper life styles," is what brought him into con tant
conflict with the churchmen of hi day . The chur h ha
not been very helpful to Georgia and me in our struggle.
We both feel we're an embarras ment and that the only
"proper" way to behave among many churchmen and
churchwomen is to blame each other and forget ach
other. The blaming, shaming, and ide-taking which
we've felt from friend and relative , both clergy and
lay people, has often been si lent but n verthel
clearly
expressed.
The most helpful people were friends who were op n
and didn 't judge, who a ked tough qu tion , but Ii tened to the answers. Maybe it is too easy to walk away

s

from a marriage these days, but I'd be the last to urge
someone to remain in an unhealthy, debilitating, and
destructive situation. The true nature of an intimate
relation is frequently unknown to even close friends.
We must be prepared to listen carefully to the insiders,
who themselves may be baffled by the internal dynamics
of their relationship. Both husband and wife do have
on-going responsibilities to one another, but there are
times when the most responsible action may be to decide not to live together any longer.
On a more personal level, two points that Georgia
raises warrant amplification. First, I agree completely
that for her to achieve full self-confidence and independence she had to reject both me and our marriage.
This was not a hasty decision, but the culmination of
years of reflection and self-development. Her shyness,
frustration, and dependence-shared by many women
so socialized-were gradually replaced by a recognition
of her own competence and new confidence in her social
and vocational spheres. I knew early on in our relationship that such growth was essential to her happiness
and thus to my own. Her competence was also a release
for me from some of the economic responsibility I had
always felt. Ultimately, however, she needed more
independence and freedom than I could handle. She
needed not just a "room of her own," but a house, a
life apart.
Her leaving was the most painful experience of my
life, but at the same time I was aware that this was the
fulfillment of what we had both been working for. I
respected the courage that it took for her to do what
she had to do.
Secondly, although I never want to inhibit or limit
my loved one's growth, I do direct my own in the knowledge that some choices eliminate others. One cannot
travel all roads at the same time. We all have spatial,
temporal, and emotional limits. I carry a large suitcase
of memories which I periodically inspect. But I no
longer live with all my old friends. I have worked to
maintain contacts with them, and especially with Georgia,
despite distances and difficulties. But I do not eat
dinner with her every night, cannot go to movies with
her on weekends, or take long walks or rides in the
country on Sunday afternoons. Nevertheless, I do still
cling to her, as I cling to my memories or my parents
or a warm spring evening.
Neither Georgia nor I wanted divorce, and neither
of us expected it. ·We're both sad about it and feel we've
disappointed friends and relatives. Our situation is
far from unique these days. What is unusual is that
despite the pain and sadness, we've somehow managed
to sustain a relationship, against, in many cases, the
best advice of those closest to us. It is a gift that we
savor and do our best to maintain. After all these years
it would be terrible to have to find somebody else to
have these kinds of arguments with.
Cl
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IN LUCE TUA II
Ten Thoughts
On Feminism
And Faith
Thetis Cromie

I
A patriarchal society sustains the artificial polarization of human qualities in conventional stereotypes.
The masculine polarity is described as hyper-rational
and objective, and its basic mode of relating to the world
is through manipulation and domination. Its power is
essentially unilateral, the capacity to shape, control,
and adjust the human and natural environment in order
to advance one's own purposes against all others. The
feminine polarity is described as hyper-irrational and
subjective, and its basic mode of relating to the world
is passive. Its power could be described as the ability
to receive, but the definitions of power at the feminine
polarity are so contradictory that the precise character
of feminine power remains obscure.

II
Consciousness-raising is the primary tool of the
women's movement. It is the creatively subversive act
whereby women become conscious not only of external
social and political reality but consciousness itself.
Feminism begins in dissatisfaction with the available
social and political roles for women, but it also explores
the spiritual dimension of women's oppression. Feminism is a challenge to conventional social and political
arrangements and to the stereotypes which underlie
and legitimate these arrangements.

III
Feminists say "no" to the victimization of women in
their spiritual and social quest for full integration.
Feminism shares common elements with the recent literature of the "quest" genre, for example Doris Lessing's
Martha Quest novels and Margaret Atwood's Surfacing.
In these novels the quest is a search fo r self. T h e protagonist usually struggles with two realities-victimization and powerlessness-as she seeks to overcome her
alienation and attain integration. One episode in Surfacing captures well the victimization and powerlessness
with which women must contend. The protagonist,
The Cresset

The delusion t hat powerlessness is innocence hides our complicity in evil: the Genesis
Drama of the Fall illustrates our human desire t o abandon our roles as subjects in hist ory
by conceiving of ourselves as innocently betrayed and led astray by powerful forces .

seeing a killed heron hung on a tree, realizes that her
own passivity is not innocence. She discovers one does
not escape evil by passivity: "I felt a sickening complicity, sticky as glue, blood on my hands, as though I
had been there and watched without saying No or doing
anything to stop it."
The protagonist's past association of power with evil
and her disassociation of herself from power to avoid
evil reflect a common female delusion about innocence.
Powerlessness is not innocence. The delusion that
powerlessness is innocence hid the protagonist's complicity in evil from her and lulled her into believing
that she could do nothing but witness her victimization.
In order to regain her power the protagonist must
realize that she does not live in a world where only
others have power and do evil. She is also implicated
in that evil doing. In a sense, she is faced with the inescapable responsibility of every person to be a subject
in history and be indismissably involved in its ambiguities.

IV
It is a woman's perennial temptation to see herself
as an "outsider," the powerless victim who is not so
much acting as being acted upon . To succumb to this
temptation is to forego freedom and betray the Creator's
intention that each of us be humanly accountable. In
the biblical narrative of creation, animals, botanical
life, and stellar bodies are objects of the creative command "Let it be!" Human beings, however, are personally addressed in the second person "You" and are
given a commission and destiny which includes cares
and responsibilities. Human beings are called into
partnership with God and a relational responsibility
to one another. The drama of the Fall illustrates our
desire to evade this relational responsibility and to
abandon our roles as subjects in history. We prefer to
conceive ourselves as ones who are innocently betrayed
and led astray or determined by powerful forces.
V

Life and power must be co-extensive. Power is the
ability to make a claim on life. However, insofar as
power is defined as influencing another without a reciprocal influence, such a claim made upon life is
exploitative. Authentic, non-exploitative power is
derived from participation in the ultimate power of
being, God, and is grounded in the relational responsibility to one another given us all in creation. This
point is so significant that the radical potential of the
women's movement is cut off when it is overlooked .
When women say "no" to stereotypes of femininity
which would name them in an exploitative way, they
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must also name themselves "out of the depths," that is,
out of the ultimate power of being, God. As they come
to terms with the problem of women's self-naming in a
world in which they are named by others or are nameless, they must name themselves toward God. (How one
speaks about oneself is intimately related to how one
speaks about God. Many women remark that the power
of God is too often limited by stereotypically masculine descriptions, and they note that when the power of
God is spoken of in this way men are correspondingly
seen as superior to women. The masculine language
used to speak about God influences these women's perceptions of their self-worth in a negative way.)

VI
In The Second Sex, Simone de Beauvoir explores the
phenomenon she calls the "Other. " The phenomenon
of the "Other" is as basic as consciousness itself, for it
is a dimension of consciousness by which the self is defined. In both primitive societies and ancient mythologies we find the expression of this duality of consciousness: the Self and the Other. Each person and each
human group sets itself up as the Self and simultaneously establishes, over and against it elf, the Other.
A man establishes himself as the subject , the essential ,
and opposed to the object, the ine sential. When this
dualism of the Self and the Other is not seen reciprocally, the Other can become the enemy . Anti emiti m ,
racism , and sexism are examples of such a virulent
dualism, as is much of our techni al approach toward
nature. Only when a subject self recognize the Other'
subjectivity as equal to one' own, having the ame
potential and aspiration to tran cendence, can a way of
being in the world emerge which is auth entically toward
God.

Vlf
In Two Conceptions of Power, Bernard Loomer tat
that our lives and thought are deeply aff cted by our
conception of power. The dominant con eption of
power today is the conception of power a the ability
to make or produce an effect. Power \O cone iv d i
unilateral in character and eek to affect the other
without being affected by the other, or to create a maximal effect on the other while being minim ally influenced by the other. Our en e of worth fr., or fall
with our greater or le ser ability to influ ence others.
The greater the ability to manipulate others, the great r
our claim on life; the le er our ability to influen
others, the le er our claim on life.
Obviously, this form of power doe not
constitutive of the elf. 0th rs ar onl y a n
medium for our own lf-fulfillm nt , and

7

Christian feminists find self-denial meaningful only as a process of identification
with another person and as a means of their mutual freedom from their burdens,
for in such mutuality each self denies it can be a self without the action of another self.

exists, including other human beings, as a means to our
ends. Opposed to this unilateral conception of power
is a reciprocal conception of power. As Loomer presents this alternative view, power is the ability to both
influence and be influenced. Such relational power
involves both a giving and a receiving, and both activities are necessary for an empowered person. Unilateral power blocks the gifts that others-other races,
women, underdeveloped nations, etc.-would give to us
in their freedom. To be influenced by, or dependent
upon, the other is a sign of weakness when power is
conceived unilaterally.
VIII
For Lutheran feminists, Loomer's conception of
relational power will remind them of Luther's conception of the power of community of saints. That community, sustained by Jesus Christ in the Eucharist,
receives the ability to sustain relationships of contrast
(weak/strong, rich/poor, faithful/faithless, etc.) and
lives by a "gracious exchange" of its sin and suffering
for the righteousness of Christ. The power given to
faith is relational power, the power to influence and be
influenced by the other.
In Luther's Freedom of the Christian the power of the
Christian is characterized as an imitation of the kenosisself-emptying-of Christ. Even as Christ emptied himself and put on humanity as its servant, so the Christian
puts on the neighbor and so labors and serves that person as if the Christian and the neighbor were one. Such
a self-emptying is a movement from unilateral power to
relational power, for unilateral power cannot take the
form of a servant. It cannot receive the neighbor's influences. In his Lectures on Galatians Luther states that
the gifts of God are a debt owed to love. Thus, he continues, his learning is not his own but belongs to the
unlearned and it is a debt he owes them. The unlearned
are not objects of his unilateral power but are constitutive of himself in the relational power given by Christ
to the believer.
Loomer points out that the suffering servant role of
Jesus Christ has been interpreted as the role of one who
passively suffered the afflictions of others while making
no claim on his own behalf. He suggests that the suffering servant is rather one who is able to sustain a
relationship of great contrast (the incompatibility of
love and hate) by relational power. Jesus Christ absorbed the hatred and indifference from the other while
attempting to sustain the relationship by responding
with active love. The life of relational power requires
a greater strength than the life of unilateral power, and
it is truly Christ's gift of God's restoration of men and
women to relational responsibility.
8

IX
Consciousness-raising in the women's movement
insists on the exercise of relational power. The conver·sation involves mutually admonishing, helping, forgiving, and accepting one another. Some Christian
feminists have even become more aware of the true
meaning of self-denial. For Luther, as for St. Paul,
self-denial is substitutionary participation in the other
,person's situation. It is meaningful only as a process of
identification with another person's burden and as a
means of their mutual freedom from it. In such an
action, the self denies that it can be a self without other
selves acting upon the self. Unilateral power toward
others cannot establish or sustain the communio sanctorum and the "bearing of one another's burdens."
Luther believed that faith , the gospel , and the sacraments all have a subjective career within the community
of saints. "God's word cannot exist without God's people
and God's people cannot exist without God's word."
God receives as well as gives, and God influences and is
influenced. Similarly, "But Christ has given his holy
body for this purpose, that the thing signified by the
sacrament-the fellowship, the change wrought by
love-may be put into practice." God in Jesus Christ
draws near to us in relational power and grants that
power to faith. It follows that the gospel then has a
vocational career in the life of the community, the
whole community.

X
The impetus for the women's movement was the unresponsiveness of existing institutions to women's
needs, among them the need to exercise relational
power in the community of saints. Many women found
their own churches unable to help them because the
sexism of the churches disabled them from seeing the
problem of unilateral power in the churches themselves.
Indeed, some churches metamorphosed many male
judgments based on unilateral power into the judgments of God. When women's "eros toward participation" was denied, it became apparent that the community's life itself was weak and barren. It could control
but not be influenced.
If, as Luther states, the Christian's gifts not shared
are stolen, then women's gifts prohibited expression
are stolen-though not by the women themselves. An
irony surrounds the church of the promise which,
in spite of its prohibitions against women , is described
by Luther as "Sarah, the free woman ... appointed by
God to be on earth ... not in heaven . . . the mother of
us all, of whom we were born and are born every day."

••••
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Christian Higher Education at the Crossroads
Part IV: The Character and Mission of Lutheran Institutions of Higher Education
The purposes of these essays are:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

to
to
to
to

examine the current status of Christian higher education in historical perspective,
set forth some theological and philosophical bases for Christian higher education,
explore the "idea" or "nature" of the institution of higher education, and finally
offer directions for the mission of the Lutheran institution of higher education.

Robert V. Schnabel

Institutions of Christian higher education today confront a wide variety of problems, hazards, pitfalls, challenges, and opportunities. Among the problems experienced by many institutions are insufficient clarity
as to their missions, goals, and character; inability to
provide the personnel and programs or to secure the
resources needed to fulfill their purposes; lack of understanding on the part of their sponsors and partner
churches as to the nature of an institution that seeks to
be affirmingly Christian and at the same time to offer
authentic higher education (with such lack of understanding often leading to declining interest in and support of these institutions by their sponsors and partners);
exposure to the ravages of inflation; shifts in educational, vocational, and public interests; coping with the
vagaries of shifting government policies and actions,
and lots more.
Given space limitations, it is not possible to deal with
the many external and internal factors and forces which
Lutheran (and other) institutions of higher education
must deal. We shall focus on three main points: (1)
higher education in transition; (2) Lutheran churches
and Lutheran universities; (3) communities of faith and
communities of higher education in partnership.
Institutions of higher education have an integrity of
being and purpose grounded in the divinely-established
order of creation and in human nature: man's capacity
to learn, to probe the natural order and use its resources
responsibly, to inquire into the nature and workings of
man in individual and social dimensions and the meaning of history, and to cultivate varied forms of verbal
communication, quantitative reasoning, and artistic

Robert V. Schnabel is Publisher of the Cresset and President of Valparaiso University. This article is his final article
in a series of four articles on the topic of Christian higher
education which has been published in the Cresset during
this academic year. The first article appeared in the September issue, the second in the December issue, and the third in
the March issue.
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expression. The fact that sinful human beings are not
justified before God by their knowledge, scientific
achievements, and cultural accomplishments does not
diminish the fact that education is a divine gift for
ordering, enhancing, and enriching life by equipping
and motivating human beings to make their lives and
their society what God intends them to be. Effective
teaching and learning, pure and applied research,
scholarly and creative work-in liberal studies and
professional fields-give honor to God and serve His
purposes for mankind.
Universities are humanly contrived social institutions, intellectual communities for pre erving, transmitting, advancing, and applying knowledge to prom-0te
the well-being of individuals and to serve the common
good. Teacher-scholars and students are bound together
by the ideal of a common , shared quest for knowledge
and truth. In earlier ages, love of God and love of
learning went together. Universities were created on
religious foundations . Just as the concern of Christian
churches to give expression to the Chri tian Faith led
them to establish hospitals and a variety of ocial welfare agencies for children, older people, and other
with special needs, so the concern of churche and
Christian communities to serve the good of individual ,
church, and society led them to ponsor or operate
universities.
In more recent times this earlier vi ion and com mitment to Christian higher education ha waned or been
lost. Some formerly Christian in titution of higher
education became loosely "church-related." Other
moved to purely "independent" tatu . ew coll eg
and universities were e tablished and developed in the
United States as state-operated, tale-controlled, taxsupported public institutions. Given the fact that education is rooted in thedivineorderof creation and ground d
in human nature, tax-supported public in titution and
non-church-related independent in titution carry out
roles that are in accord with divine purpo . Th n d
for spiritual nurture of young men and worn n attending
public and independent univer iti ha been m t, to
9

Universities need to hold the "habitual vision of excellence" and refuse to countenance mediocrity,
for a university education that removes quality from equality serves neither students nor society.

the fullest extent possible, by ministeries of local congregations and by full-time or part-time campus chaplains and campus ministry programs; but this is more
an accommodation to social and institutional realities
than an expression of the integral character of religious faith , life, and learning.
From its appearance in the sixteenth century as a
confessing and protesting movement within apostolic
and catholic Christendom, the Lutheran Church has
supported and sustained scholarship and learning. The
Reformation was "born in the university." Luther,
Melanchthon , and other confessors and leaders were
teachers whose "pro-test" (i.e., affirming and standing
for the rediscovered Gospel of the Scriptures) was first
made in the normal course of scholarly theological
debate within the university. The Lutheran Church is
. a confessional church. Its confession centers in the
Gospel of Jesus Christ. Lutherans affirm that the Church
is found wherever the Word of God is rightly proclaimed and taught and the sacraments are administered
in accordance with their divine institution. The Lu~
theran Church has its being within the one holy, catholic, and apostolic Church.

On Lutherans and Lutheran Universities
Today there are almost 40 Lutheran institutions of
higher education in the United States offering baccalaureate (and in some cases post-baccalaureate) degree
programs. They were established in the nineteenth and
twentieth centuries by Lutheran individuals, groups,
and churches or churchbody judicatories. Lutheran
universities and their supporting church groups have
separate and distinct, but interrelated and complementary, missions and purposes, functions, and tasks. These
universities and church groups both begin with commitment to the revelation of God in Jesus Christ, to the
Gospel and divinely-given truth. They are communities of learners, both teachers and students, engaged
in the serious quest to understand themselves, the
gifts of God in the created order, the universal demands
upon human life which God imposes in his Law, and the
gracious gifts of God in his Son, the Messiah, to mankind. Members of these Lutheran communities of
higher education welcome to their fellowship others
who, while not necessarily holding the same faithgiven premises and religious beliefs, yet sh are their
academic missions and educational commitments.
Lutheran universities are expected to fulfill their
purpose as institu tions of higher education. They seek
to achieve excellence in their special task of preserving,
transm1ttmg, and augmenting human knowledge
through scholarship and research , sound liberal and
professional learning, cultural enhancement through
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the creative arts, and effective teaching. In carrying out
their missions and purposes, Lutheran universities
serve not only their students and society as a whole but
also their sponsoring church groups. There is substan. tial benefit to churches and congregational communities that sponsor or affiliate and maintain partner
relationships with universities which, while demonstrating unreserved commitment to effectual higher
education, make full provision at the center of their
programs and activities for the proclamation and teach·ing of the Gospel, religious and theological studies,
Christian worship and service activities, and the spiritual growth of students. Such universities assist churches
in equipping men and women for Christian service
and witness in their personal, professional, social, congregational, and civic lives and help them work for a
more wise, just, and compassionate society .
In the Lutheran tradition of scholarship and learning,
central place is given at Lutheran universities to general
and liberal studies as intrinsically valuable and as
foundations •for advanced and professional studies.
Universities are special social institutions for keeping
alive the life of the mind and spirit, for transmitting
intellectual, moral, cultural, and spiritual values. Lutheran universities do more than examine beliefs and
values by means of objective inquiry-though they do
that as well. They also affirm the beliefs and values
that are central in the Judea-Christian heritage and that
give expression to the Christian faith and ethos. Higher
education which makes no provision for the moral and
spiritual formation of students and the examination of
values fails in one of its essential purposes. Lutheran
universities which fail to do so on the basis of their
Scriptural and Confessional foundations not only fall
short in one of the essential purposes of university education but also fail to be Lutheran institutions of higher
education.
Universities in the Lutheran tradition reject the secular, quasi-religious cult of pseudo-objectivity and
neutrality which dismisses religion as atavistic or a
purely "private" matter. Lutheran universities affirm
the primacy of the individual person and of Christian
faith and life. These universities provide for the full ,
unhindered proclamation of the Gospel, the administration of the sacraments in accordance with their divine
institution, and the study of the Scriptures, the Lutheran Confessions, and other Christian and nonChristian religious documents. Religious studies are
pursued in accordance with the canons of theological
scholarship and in dialogue with other academic disciplines. In theological, as in all other, studies the quest
for truth, safeguarded by standards of academic freedom
and responsibility, is not regarded as a value imposed
by secular tradition or culture, but as an essential maniThe Cresset

It is a public deception for universities to a w ard deg r ees to p ersons who cannot write or reason,
who lack basic knowledge, and who are de void of religious beliefs and ethical and esthetic values .

festation of the Christian Faith and evangelical Lutheranism.
Through programs of campus ministry which are
integral parts of these institutions, Lutheran universities also offer abundant opportunities for the expression and strengthening of Christian faith through
worship, pastoral counseling and care, private Bible
study, and various activities of Christian witness and
service. Lutheran universities are communities of
learners, both teachers and students, where Jesus Christ
is confessed as Savior and Lord. Teachers and students
engage in a serious search for knowledge of God and the
universe, aware of the divine gifts to mankind and the
divine demands upon human life.
Since the Christian Faith is accepted openly and unapologetically at Lutheran universities , those who are
concerned with the internal operation and external
support of such institutions need to avow clearly that
the institutions are theirs and to act upon this avowal.
A thorough understanding of this matter helps in the
shaping of academic programs, curricular offerings,
educational services, and the spirit of the academic
community, and in determining the criteria of faculty
selection, appointment, retention, and advancement
in rank.

On Teaching the Whole Human Being
In constructing academic programs and curricula,
Lutheran universities acknowledge that there are values
in academic specialization and in vocational and professional education which ought not be ignored. Such
studies provide their own incentive because, since
virtually all students will have to work for a living,
they are seen as "practical." Positions in the employment
structures of society provide not only wages or salaries
to sustain individual and family life, but also the opportunity to experience satisfaction of career interests
and a sense of achievement. There are also limitations
in professional and vocational education separated
from a foundation in liberal and general studies. Man is
first a human being, then a professional person. Life is
more than jobs. There are personal, family, civic, community, religious, and leisure dimensions to life. "Utility" is more than job competence. The mose valuable
studies are those which help students learn how to live
purposeful lives by bringing them into contact with the
greatest minds, ideas, and spirits of human history and
by helping them to value things rightly and to discriminate and choose on the basis of educated taste and
informed judgment.
Liberal and professional studies should be offered
together as integral elements of Christian higher education. Vocational and professional education without
May, 1981

liberal education and religious formation may produce
narrowly-skilled but essentially ignorant and impoverished persons. Liberal education without vocational
and professional preparation may produce su perficial,
detached, socially non-productive elitists. The most
productive education is one that brings together the
powerful incentives of professional and vocational
education and the breadth of view and depth of understanding which liberal and theological studies provide.
The ideal is to combine both kinds of studies in such a
way that the advantages of both are retained, professional preparation and competence being grounded in
humane learning and divine purposes.
Business, industry, and government employ many
persons with specialized and professional training in
engineering disciplines , accounting, administrative
and business sciences (management, marketing, economics , finance, advertising, communications), computer science, and the like. But there is also a continuing
need for generalists whose education is rooted in the
liberal arts and sciences, persons with a wide range of
knowledge and interests who understand human behavior and relate well with others, who can think effectively, express themselves clearly orally and in
writing, and are capable of handling a wide range of
responsibilities in personal, social, and professional
life. There is need for persons who bring a high level
of intelligence and adaptability to their profe ional
tasks, who have developed the capacity to learn and the
motivation to keep on learning. Leaders of mo t professions are those who have sufficient breadth and depth
of knowledge and understanding to relate th eir organizations to the public interest, public policy, and th e
changing conditions in the economic, political, and
social orders. Narrowly trained specialist are out of
their element in such an environment.
The selection , appointment, advancement, and service of faculty members are of critical importance.
Teachers at Lutheran univer itie are xpe t d to
understand Christian tradition and conviction Christian faith, thought, and hi tory-and to be ympathetic to and supportive of the values and purpo
of
these institutions and of their upporting church constituencies. Faculty member are expected to be per on
of intellectual integrity and competence a tea herscholars who present truth-claim , evidence, and arguments fully and fairly - including id as and belief
which they themselve do not accept. Th quality of
instructional facilitie and re ource , though by no
means unimportant, is ignificantly le important than
the philosophy and character of teach r and the quality
of their teaching ervi e. Within limit , univ rsiti
with Jes than fully ati factory phy ical faciliti and
resources can offer high quality education if the quality
11

Lutheran universities affirm the confessional teachings concerning the Gospel which are affirmed
by their partner churches, and yet they insist that these teachings be studied openly and freely.

of teaching is high because teachers are well prepared,
are committed to effective academic service, and are
sincerely interested in individual students and in their
full personal growth and development.
It is wrongheaded as well as useless to pit the scholarly
interests and subject-matter competence of university
teachers against their interest in students and in being
effective guides of the teaching-learning process. University teachers must be competent teachers and effective scholars. Dull teaching is a luxury that cannot be
afforded. Universities must insist that there be proper
faculty reward systems which distinguish between excellence, mediocrity, and ineptitude in the academic and
institutional service of their scholar-teachers. Ways
must be devised either to help the inept become competent or to assist them in finding different professional
positions or different careers.
Lutheran universities must seek to identify, appoint,
and advance excellent teacher-scholars, including brilliant younger persons who have potentiality for and
interest in academic careers at such institutions. Faculty
selection, appointment, retention, and advancement, as.
well as conditions of faculty professional service and
compensation, must be given highest priority. The service of faculty members is of great importance in that it
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plays a vital role in the preparation of men and women
for professional careers and adult life. Beyond its instrumental value, university teaching is inherently
noble as a Calling, for it deals with matters of highest
i_m portance: ideas, events, great human themes, truth,
and the creative development of the personalities of
students in ways that can make a difference in their lives.

On the Vision and Love of Excellence
. A great value in higher education, complementing
the importance of assisting students in their growth as
persons and the maintenance of a sense of community,
is intellectual discipline based on firm standards and the
rejection of shoddiness in any form. Students should
be held to demonstrate that they have attained an appropriate level of competence and achievement, that
they have the ability to think and to express their thoughts
cogently and concisely, that they are at home with intellectual and cultural history, science and scientific
methods, and have acquired the insights, understanding,
and competences of the genuinely educated person. It
is a public deception to award degrees to persons who
cannot write, spell, organize thought in decent written
prose, and engage in abstract reason; who lack basic
knowledge of the natural and social sciences, the humanities and fine arts; who are devoid of personal religious beliefs and ethical and esthetic values, and who
lack fundamental mastery of a discipline or professional field. Academic toughness is necessary if academic
degrees that are awarded are to have integrity and not
be forms of debased educational currency or fraudulent
certification. In no case should course credit be granted
or degrees awarded except on evidence of requisite
achievement.
Universities need to maintain commitment not only
to the "idea of excellence" (an overworked term) and
the "the habitual vision of greatness" (as Alfred North
Whitehead put it), but they also need to refuse to countenance mediocrity or to bow before the tyranny of
standards pitched to the lowest common denominator.
American democracy is a republic whose citizens enjoy
equality in matters of social status, without hereditary
or economic privilege, combined with equal opportunity, including real economic access to higher education, for developing their abilities and actualizing their
potentialities. Education that removes quality from
equality serves neither students nor society well. Without the vision and love of excellence, and the drive to
attain it, institutions of higher education themselves
fail to be what they ought to be and all they can be.
Universities are living-learning communities. Communities are not merely gatherings of people (which
are often simply crowds) but groups of persons who
The Cresset

The student's understanding of the mission of the Lutheran university is as important as his church
affiliation, for not all or even most of the students at Lutheran universities will be Lutherans.

share common ideas, standards, and values and a sense
of personal caring in the pursuit of common ends. A
mark of the integrity of Lutheran universities, as livinglearning communities, is their concern for students as
individual persons. This is reflected not only in commitment to effective teaching but also through effective personal, career, and pastoral counseling, care for
the quality of campus and residential life, provision
of appropriate support services, and responsiveness to
the professional and vocational interests of students.
Leaming is not confined to classroom, laboratory,
studio, or library, but includes the common life of
residence halls, playing fields, gymnasia, and the whole
of co-curricular life, including campus worship and
voluntary service activities. At residential universities
the formal curriculum and the co-curriculum are related parts of a whole. Students learn quite as much
from each other in social settings-residence and dining
halls, recreational and cultural activities, freely chosen
social interactions and shared ventures, even studying
together-as they do from formal course work.
But there are also pitfalls to be avoided. When there
is no true social setting, no conversation and learning
of social graces in dining halls, they may in fact be
nothing more than cafeterias. Student organizations
and societies, which have the potential for providing
students with forms of genuine community and the establishing of significant friendships, may be nothing
more than centers for fun-and-games or drinking and
carousing that are counter-productive to true sociality
and morality and, at their worst, socially divisive and
racially discriminatory. Athletic facilities and programs may elicit student participation in wholesome
recreational and intercollegiate sports activities and
provide opportunities for personal and emotional
growth; but this occurs only where there is no overemphasis on winning, where there is no special treatment for athletes, and where such activities complement
but do not supplant central academic, intellectual , and
cultural activities.
Lutheran universities and their church and other
constituencies must consciously intend to maintain
partner relationships and achieve significant congruence in their understanding of and commitment to this
intention. University catalogs and other publications
should set forth clear statements of their missions,
purposes, programs, and character. These universities
need to represent themselves with consistency before
their church constituencies and the general public;
they cannot at one time declare a partner relationship
with church affiliates and constituencies and at other
times withhold this declaration without compromi ing
their integrity and jeopardizing the understanding,
interest, and support of their partner groups.
May, 1981

In student recruitment and admissions policies,
Lutheran universities will seek to identify, contact,
and enroll students who wish to pursue Christian higher
education in the Lutheran context. In publications and
promotional materials , they will make clear to prospective students the values that undergird their missions
and purposes, programs, and campus life. Not all or
even most members of student bodies at Lutheran universities will be members of Lutheran congregations .
Given the nature of institutions of higher education ,
which serve public functions and hold charters by
governmental authority that require qualified applicants to be admitted without regard to religiou preference or ethnic identity, this situation is legally mandated. And given the pluralistic character of American
society, this situation brings educational and social
benefits to universities, students, and society. The
understanding and expectations of tudent about the
Lutheran institutions of higher education they choose
to attend are as important as their particular church
affiliation and congregational membership.

On the Church and College Partnership
Churche and congregational communities, for their
part, need to understand the educational mi sion and
character of their partner univer itie . Both partner
recognize as threats to the Christian Faith either lo
of the essential substance of Scriptural and Confe ional
foundations or narrowing the dimen ions of th Faith
by secu lar and sectarian force . Both partner ne d to
maintain awarene s of the ways in whi h ocial and
ecclesiastical traditions that go beyond cripture and
Confessions must be taken into account but not b r
garded as normative. Both partners ne d to acknowl dge
that pride and anxiety in the fa e of hone t inquiry and
scholarship may threaten the character of evangeli al
affirmation of Scriptural and onfe ional truth
ntered in the Gospel. Lutheran univer iti will affirm
particular confe sional and doctrinal teaching that
are consi tent with tho e of partner hurch and ongregationaJ communitie , and yet insi t that th
teaching be studied openly and fr ly.
niver it
education involve ome ten ion in grapplin with
serious question , facing up to paradox
terms with idea and ideologie of all
ame time, univer itie off r upportiv learning
vironment in which young men and w m n, pas in
through the difficult years of tran ition to adulth d,
find opportunitie for dynamic per nal d v lopm nt
and the trength of beli f and vaJu that have be n
examined, per onally appropriated, and intemaliz d.
Church group and th ir univer it partn r are
engaged in r iprocal and ompl m ntary nt rpri
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The churches in partnership with universities need to defend the universities from the outside
pressures of government, business, and special interest groups within the churches themselves.

Universities inform and illumine their supporting
church constituencies and, in return, universities are
informed and illumined by their church group partners.
Each of the partners can exercise beneficial influence
in informing, supporting, educating, criticizing, revitalizing, and renewing the other. Lutheran universities give their partner church groups access to contemporary society and means for understanding and
dealing with the world. They also serve their partner
church groups through publications and special programs, such as conferences, institutes, seminars, and
workshops for church groups and professional organizations. Each of the partners must know why it wants
to be related to the other. Each of the partners should
espouse a shared philosophy of Lutheran higher education and have a common understanding of the dual
focus of universities as seats of higher learning and
citadels of Christian faith.

On Bridging Faith and Learning
Lutheran universities render special services to their
church group partners by serving as bridges between
the communities of faith and the communities of learning. For members of both the on-campus community
and the off-campus community they provide forums
for the presentation and disciplined discussion of
topics and issues of current interest and concern to
church and society. Universities help students to study
Christian sources and to reflect upon and grow in
Christian faith and life. They assist in equipping students to live out their Christian Calling as informed,
committed, active members and leaders of churches
and society and as competent and responsible members
of their chosen professions and congregations.
Seminaries do their own proper work of preparing
future pastors and missionaries, but they do not have
as a primary purpose bridging the communities of faith
and the communities of learning or preparing lay men
and women for living out their Christian Calling in the
secular world. Campus ministries at publicly-supported
and non-sectarian independent university campuses
make very helpful contributions to Christian young
men and women, but they must do so obliquely, as outsiders and guests who have no central role in university decision-making and activities. Departments of
religion at secular campuses must restrict themselves
to the purely academic study of religion as a human
phenomenon and as a scholarly field. It is churchpartnered universities which help build bridges between churches and society and which help prepare
younger church members to fulfill their Christian
vocations in the common life.
During the critical years for students as they refine
14

beliefs and values and frame perspectives which will
shape their lives and work, Lutheran universities have
an unparalleled opportunity to provide them with a
mature encounter with the Gospel and an informed
· response to the claims and gifts of God in their lives
by providing settings where theology and other academic disciplines enter into dialogue with each other.
By developing ongoing interaction between the truth
and insights of the Christian Faith and of various areas
of human life and knowledge, they assist their partner
· churches by carrying on an informed, culturally and
ecclesiastically relevant academic ministry in consciously and deliberately preparing men and women for
responsible citizenship in church and society.
Partner churches and constituencies are expected to
provide tangible support of their partner universitiesnot gifts and grants for operating funds only or even
primarily, but also other forms of tangible support
such as gifts in kind, active assistance in student recruitment, student scholarships and loan funds, and
contributions for capital projects and endowment funds .
Partner churches and communities should also give
intangible support to their universities, for example,
by interpreting them to church members and the public
and defending them against outside pressures, whether
these pressures be exerted by government, business,
social institutions, or special-interest groups outside
the churches or within them. University partner groups
that do not provide tangible and intangible support of
their educational institutions cannot be truly interested
in them or lay claims to the rights that true partners have.
If there are churches, communities of faith, and individuals that believe in and actively support these
kinds of institutions of higher education because they
view their partner universities as resources not otherwise available; and if there are critical masses of faculty
members, administrators, and students at the universities who are likewise committed to the responsibilities
and benefits of partner relationships with churches and
communities of faith, then both partners can move
forward together in effectively fulfilling their missions.
Lutheran universities thus owe a double effort: (1) to
be high quality educational institutions which honor
and serve true scholarship, through liberal and professional learning, in the education of young men and
women and in the continuing service to adult members
of partner churches; (2) to deepen their own freelyaffirmed character as centers of Christian faith, life,
and learning which care about students as individual
persons. Their goal is to prepare students who love the
truth and the loyalties to which truth leads them so they
may inherit their spiritual legacy of freedom and servanthood in Christ, Reedemer and Lord, in all the dimensions of their Christian Calling.
Cl
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Patriotism in America has long suffered under
its reputation as the last refuge of scoundrels.

The New Patriotism
Or, Play It Again
In Peoria, Uncle Sam
James Nuechterlein
Patriotism, it seems, is once again
in fashion. Along with God and family, the flag has come out of the
closet and back into unashamed
prominence at the center of Middle
America's affirmations. It was always
that way in the nation's Peorias, of
course, but where Peoria had become something of an embarrassment in the wake of the Nixon
Administration's cynical concern
over how things would play there,
it now stands rehabilitated as the
place in which, in a symbolic sense,
all middle-class Americans make
their residence. Americans are
Peorians once again, and they no
longer feel awkward or defensive
about expressing their faith in themselves and in their country. Time,
Inc., that most sensitive of all barometers of the national mood, at
once reflected and gave further
impetus to the spirit of patriotic
revival in its recent special projectspread through all its disparate
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journals-on "American Renewal."
It has been a long road back.
Beginning with the assassination
of John Kennedy and continuing
through a dispiriting succession
of domestic embarrassments and
foreign reversals-Viet Nam, racial
conflict, Watergate, economic decline, international humiliationthe American spirit had to absorb
almost two decades' worth of continuous assault. The costs were
cumulatively enormous: loss of
confidence, loss of energy, loss of
will. It all added up for a time to a
nation at stalemate, stagnant and
demoralized at home, hesitant and
ineffectual abroad.
Jimmy Carter's greatest failure
consisted in his inability to convert
the patriotic surge that accompanied
his accession to office into an enduring revival of national will.
Instead he presided (for reasons,
to be fair, not always under his
control) over the dissipation of that
fragile new spirit into a confused
and despondent lethargy. He was
reduced, in the end, to bewildered
complaints over a presumed national malaise whose causes he
clearly misunderstood (he mistook
a loss of public will-his own included-for a spiritual decay) and
about whose cures he had not the
first clue. He seemed to have given
up on America and so Americans
gave up on him.
The day of Ronald Reagan's
inauguration marked a dramatic
turning. The hostages headed for
home from Iran at the same time
that the new President was affirming
his faith in the nation's ability to
solve its problems. ("After all, he
said, "we are Americans.") When the
inaugural parade concluded with
the Mormon Tabernacle Choir
singing The Battle Hymn of the
Republic before a misty-eyed
Reagan, it seemed an entirely appropriate ending to the day, as well
as a fitting prelude to the extraordinary outpouring of affection

and patriotism that accompanied
the hostages' return a few days
later. The President could hardly
have been more fortunate in the
circumstances
surrounding
his
entry into the White House. Whether
he will make better use of his opportunities than Jimmy Carter did
of his remains to be seen.
Patriotism has long suffered
under its reputation as a refuge for
scoundrels. There is some truth
in the charge. Politicians in trouble
instinctively reach for a flag in
which to drape themselves, and
none of us should need reminding
of the enormities committed in nationalism's name over the past two
centuries.
President
Reagan 's
references to the goodness of al I
things American need not alarm us
so long as they are under tood
within the convention of political
rhetoric, but when he begin to
suggest that God has a unique
desti ny in mind in e tablishing the
American nation, then all of u ,
and Christian e pecially, ought
to grow unea y. It is one thing to
feel attachment to one'
ountry,
quite another to encourage wor hip
at the altar of nation. America i n t
the new I rael .
These danger notwith tanding,
it can still be argu d that patriotism
remains a natural and, within proper limit , healthy in tinct. It i a
natural to feel aff ction for one'
country and countrymen a for all
tho e other a ociation and affiliation that defin our
ial
existence. We liv our liv not
ab tract entiti , fre floating in
time and spac , but as non-tran ndent creatur an hor d in hi tory
and culture. JI id ntit i par
chial: th t tal co mopolitan i no
one at all. Mo t of
intuitive!
under tand that he wh w uld be a
natural human ympathi ; th man
without a country,
a ping i r
universal ommunit nds up ber ft
of all ommunit . Ind
, th na1S

When Reagan begins to suggest that God has a unique destiny in mind in establishing
the American nation, then all of us, and Christians especially, ought to grow uneasy.
tion may disqualify itself as community not because it is too circumscribed but because it encompasses
too much. Tribalism in its various
forms-region, religion, race, and
ethnicity-is a more likely alternative to nationalism than is the
vision of one world.
Patriotism
also
recommends
itself at the level of practical necessity. All societies have problems,
and the will and effort required to
deal with those problems is unlikely
to develop in any country lacking
the sense of fellow-feeling, loyalty,
and commitment that patriotism
inspires. Those who can not generate positive feelings toward their
nation will find it difficult to work
in the common good or sacrifice
for the common cause. Societies
sunk in apathy or self-hatred discover that inertia and guilt are as
destructive to purposive behavior
in nations as they are in individuals.
Attitudes toward patriotism differ
among liberals and conservatives.
The issue is not between those who
are patriotic and those who are
not-though contemporary liberals
tend to be suspicious of appeals to
patriotism while conservatives are
generally comfortable with thembut between conflicting definitions
as to the form patriotism should
properly take.
Liberals, unlike conservatives,
tend to couch their sentiments
towards the nation in the language
of moral urging, in an emphasis on
what America at its best might someday become. Implied in such language is a considerable measure of
dissatisfaction with the nation as it
is. The man of the Left typically
worries that dwelling' on the nation's
successes, past or present, may encourage a mood of moral complacency. Given that worry and
given further his conviction that
America's record is not what it
should be, the liberal becomes uncomfortable with anything resembling an American celebration.
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Conservatives, on the other hand,
do not normally feel uneasy with
expressions of satisfaction over the
country's accomplishments. Indeed,
they find such expressions wholly
compatible with their political
instincts.
American liberals have not always
been as resistant to the urgings of
patriotism as has been the case in
recent years. During the 1930s and
the war years, the American Left
was not at all reluctant in its expressionsof enthusiasmfor American
politics and culture. One of the
best books on the intellectual life
of those years, Charles Alexander's
Nationalism in American Thought,
1930-1945, suggests in its title the
positive attitudes held toward the
nation by its then mostly left-wing
political intellectuals. Those attitudes marked a sharp reversal
from the negative feelings of the
1920s, a decade inevitably characterized in textbook accounts as
notable for, among other things ,
the alienation of the intellectuals.
It is political ideology that explains the shift in attitudes of the
liberal intellectuals. The nation
may have moved from prosperity
to economic collapse, but for the
Left economic depression had
brought political and moral revival.
Professor Alexander notes the altered perspective of liberals as they
contemplated their society after
1933: "America, which had seemed
so dull , commercialized, and hopeless when prosperous, looked vital
and exciting, just awakening to its
national promise in the depths of
depression." From the swamps of
Coolidge conservatism, the country
had moved toward the high road of
social democracy. The New Deal
meant for liberals a new and better
America. It should also be noted,
as Professor Alexander again points
out, that the liberals extended their
newly sympathetic view of their
society to its individual members :
"'The people,' denounced as yahoos,

yokels, and Ku Kluxers in the
previous decade, took on heroic
qualities in their poverty."
But the New Deal, like the depression, did not last forever (though
at times it seemed as if both of them
might). America in the 1950s looked
more like it had in the Twenties
than in the Thirties. Prosperity
returned, and its return removed
much of the impetus for further
experiments in social democracy.
Americans, who had seemed for a
time receptive to new co-operative
and collective values, reverted to
their traditional attachments to
individualism and self-help. The
whole social landscape changed
radically. The nation could no
longer reasonably be portrayed
from the perspectives of a Ben
Shahn or a John Steinbeck; it looked
to liberals more like Sinclair Lewis
had imagined it in Babbitt or Main
Street. As the drive for social transformation or even social reform
flagged, the prototypical American
of the liberal imagination came to
resemble The Man in the Gray Flannel
Suit more than he did one of th e
noble oppressed out of The Grapes
of Wrath.
The liberals of the Fifties never
became as discouraged or alienated
as had their counterparts in the
Twenties. The Cold War made a
considerable difference, as did the
fact that Eisenhower conservatism
was far less ideologically fundamentalist than was that of Coolidge.
Eisenhower held the line on social
programs, but he made no attempt
to dismantle the New Deal. America,
therefore, did not seem as hopeless
to liberals as it had in the Twenties.
Yet the prospects for the country
seemed less promising to liberals
than they had earlier, and the Left
in general returned to a more oppositionist stance than it had taken
during the depression years. The
widespread prosperity made it difficult and unpromising to insist on
extensions of the welfare state, so
The Cresset

America is not
the New Israel.

Neruda

much of the liberal critique of
American society shifted from politics to a focus on the inadequacies
of its dominant middle-class culture.
From the Fifties onward, liberal
intellectuals took continuing delight in instructing Middle America
as to the banality, materialism, and
general tawdriness of its civilization.
In the late Sixties and early Seventies, that cultural critique came
together with concerns over war,
racism, and a rediscovered poverty
to create among left-wingers a disillusionment and disappointment
with their country far more profound than had ever before existed.
For not a few on the Left, the only
true patriots were those who would
tell Americans how utterly they had
failed. To love America was to make
it see how ugly it had become.
All that now seems to have occurred a lifetime ago. (Remember
Amerika?) Conservatism is ascendant, liberals are on the defensive,
and feeling good about America is
not just fashionable but well-nigh
mandatory. Most liberals recognize
how politically disastrous was the
perceived anti-Americanism of the
McGovernites, and they are eager
to erase the image of self-hating
negativism that large parts of the
electorate came to identify with
liberal ideology.
But it will not be easy for liberals
to turn the new patriotism to their
benefit. The current patriotic surge
is very much a middle-class phenomenon , and modern liberalism
has never fully made its peace with
middle-class values. Babbitt-baiting
has always been a liberal reflex,
and old habits are hard to break.
The America the new patriotism
celebrates is imagined almost entirely in middle-class terms; it is,
therefore, a very different place
from the America of the liberal
imagination. No wonder, then,
that for liberals patriotism now
seems the first refuge of con erva••
tives.

The women pass like calendar days
leaving in mind the aftertaste of
mango, papaya days with high foreheads and astonished eyes, he writes
long of face, sitting at the Madrid
bistro, Argentine tabloid over one
knee, cognac with demitasse of black
coffee at hand.
And calling out to the native son:
South America, Chile, country as
grand as an announcement of eternity,
as thoughts move west to the mother
country. Calling his people "bread,"
tongues in shreds si lenced by dictators
- tears enter his eyes as he pleads
by letter with them.
In ash gray trenchcoat in summer he
sits at the table. They know him well,
face of almond, watching the summer
in exile.

Peter Brett

Beginning Again
The universe is beginning again.
Nothing is crumbling into omething.
A broken eggshell clusters to taper.
A faint splurge of peach
shows like a broken stone among pebbles.
Parts in tension each against each j igglc togeth r.
A wish that they not seal bow to a deep r.
In a dead faint a doorman rattles treachery on its ring.
Invisible blowpipe waves niggling embezzler off.
Except that it's tensile, the new circumfercn e might b vapor.
So this globe forms in the middle of things,
waits for the sun to climb up in one pi ce.
Grapes of love on a prouting vine hold out its early magnet
to draw into one the sky's red seeth
Its blur, dwindling to rubber ball,
bounces the step of thi world.
Except for moon, a handful of tar ,
nothing lack .
Loneliness in a garden.
Adam sigh.

Archibald Henderson

...
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SynesthesiaRichard H. W. Brauer

Valparaiso
University

Art
Collections

RECENT
ACQUISITIONS

The Early Paintings
of R. Brownell McGrew

There is something
wonderful about a
portrait of oneself
as a baby.
It cannot accuse
you in your old age
with your lost youth .
I will look at that
baby fa_ce when I am
eighty and know that
it is I, but I won 't
think, "What a pity
I no longer look
like that."

18

R. Brownell McGrew (b. 1916). First Born, c. 1950
Oil on Canvas. Collection of William and Gail Eifrig.

R. Brownell McGrew is widely
known for his portraits of American
Indians, and his paintings are much
sought after by collectors of A merican westeni art. He has won five
gold medals at the Cowboy Artists
of America Hall of Fame, and he
holds an honorary life appointment
as a Fellow of the Society of Western
Artists and an honorary 'life appointment in the American Institute of

Fine Arts. The paintings recently
given to the Valparaiso University
Art Collections were created early in
his career when he was finishing his
training at the Otis Art Institute in
Los Angeles. The model in Sunset and
Evening Star is said to be an actress
who posed to earn a little money "between engagements " during the Depression. St. Paul was painted without
using a model.
The Cresset

And My Father's Studio
Gail McGrew Eifrig

Currently a debate flourishes between two of my colleagues about a
word, a peculiar word with shifting
meanings, a sneaky, odd word of the
sort that academics and critics love
and everybody else stays away from:
synesthesia. They can (and will) go
on arguing, but I know exactly what
the word means, because when Dick
Brauer pulled "Sunset and Evening
Star" out of the storage rack in the
University Art Galleries, I looked
at the painting and smelled turpentine so strong that it stung in my
nose. It was a shock to see the painting, so long out of my conscious
mind, and yet still present in my
memory to the extent that seeing it
again brought back the whole room
in which I had last seen it.
In those days you didn't visit my
father's studio. If you walked into
our apartment, you were there. We
called it the living room, but I think
I was eight or nine before I realized
that there was something odd, after
all, about a living room in which
stacks of canvases were piled against
every wall, a very large easel occupied the center of the room, and
just about the only available seating
was a chair placed carefully in front
of a draped backdrop.
The room always smelled of turpentine, and in the late afternoon,
when the light was going, it smelled
of the best smell God ever made,

Gail McGrew Eifrig is Assistant Professor of English at Valparaiso University and the eldest daughter of
R. Brownell McGrew. Professor Eifrig
was graduatedfrom Valparaiso University
with honors in English in 1962 and took
her M.A. in English in 1963 from Bryn
Mawr College, where she is presently
completing her Ph.D. Richard H. W.
Brauer is Director of the Valparaiso
University A rt Galleries and Collections.

oil of cloves, which gets sprayed on
a palette to keep the paint wet. I
think. Whatever it does, it smells
gorgeous, and I always felt a faint
sorrow for those children who
thought Airwick made a room smell
good. I still like the smell of oil
paint; it has for me the connotations
of home, the same feeling of being
small and of being surrounded by
immensely strong, loving grownups
that some people get from the smell
of warm cinnamon rolls and brewing coffee.
My father's studio was usually in
our house until I was about twelve,
when he and a friend built one behind our house in the desert. They
built it one summer while listening
to ball games and the Republican
convention in which Eisenhower
beat Taft for the nomination , the
radio at the end of the long cord
which snaked over the gravelly
backyard and plugged in at the
kitchen door. After that our living
room was just a living room, almost
like other peoples', and you had to
make a special visit to the studio to
get the oil of clove high.
I only visited in the studio, but my
sisters posed. This was at one time a
sore point in my psyche, but I'm
over it now. There must be a dozen
portraits of my younger si ter
around (though there are only two
of them). Both complained a lot ,
because posing is the most tedious
and irksome labor ever invented,
even for someone lazy like me. But
after their complaining was done,
there were the picture , hanging up ,
getting compliment , winning ribbons.
I did pose for a painting when l
was five or six, bl.it I don't remember
ever seeing the finished product,
and it never won any ribbons. It was
a mural of the A cen ion, painted
for a mortuary chapel. I rememb r

going out with my father to po e for
it. Because it was much too big for
our living room, he was painting it
backstage in a theatre. I recall that
I hated standing still , and that my
mother read Uncle Wiggly tories to
me out loud , a considerable acrifi e
for her, no doubt. Po ing for "First
Born" was of course much ea i r,
but I don't remember it at all .
There is omething wonderful
about a portrait of oneself as a baby.
It cannot accuse. you in your old age
with your lost youth . I will look at
that baby head when I'm eighty and
know that it i I, but I won 't think ,
"What a pity I no longer look like
that." My children look at the paintiP.g now, and th
an't b Ii v that
I am the baby. They in i t that the
mother has to be me , and that, as my
daughter Kate ay , "I'm th only
baby." A nice problem h r f r th
people who like thinking about not
being able to tep into the ame river

J
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The key to the humor in Gilbert and Sullivan,
if there is one, is their hatred of hypocrisy.
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The Merry Misalliance
Of Gilbert and Sullivan
Broadway's Newest Hit Is
The Pirates of Penzance
Nelvin Vos
If William Schwenk Gilbert and
Arthur Seymour Sullivan still exist
on an astral plane in any form which
enables them to see what is going
on on earth, they must be two of the
most astonished ghosts in all the
shadowy realms.
Sullivan is likely to be the more
surprised of the two, for he died
in 1900 a bitter and defeated man.
He had not, so he thought, done his
best work, and almost all the work
he had done seemed doomed to
obscurity. Living in that most seri-

Nelvin Vos is Chairman of the Department of English at Muhlenberg
College,
Allentown,
Pennsylvania.
He was recently appointed to the
Edi"torial Committee of Academy,
the quarterly journal of the Lutheran
Academy for Scholarship, and his
Monday's Ministrie~, a study guide
helping the laity discover their ministries, recently went into a second printing
at Fortress Press. The Editor regrets
to report that this is Dr. Vos ' last column
as a regular theatre critic for the Cresset,
and we here bring the curtain down
with a hearty "Bravo!" for his fine
contributions to our journal during the
past three years.
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ous-minded age in all his country's
history, the second half of the nineteenth century, he had been told
again and again by severe critics in
solemn journals that he owed it to
his genius and to his position in
society to write serious music. He
was told and he firmly believed,
that in spending so many of his
best years writing lucrative but
flimsy and short-lived stuff like
comic opera he was prostituting
his art.
More grand opera like his Ivanhoe,
more oratorios like his Kenilworth
and The Golden Legend, that is what
Sullivan should have done to make
his name known to posterity, so his
critics stated. Instead, he spent
more than twenty-five years of his
life collaborating with Gilbert in
producing more than a dozen comic
operas.
The two first worked together in
1871 through the encouragement of
Richard D 'Oyly Carte, whose company later produced almost all of
the G and S operas. Gilbert was
forty-one; Sullivan was thirty-five,
and both were already eminent in
their professions. Gilbert had
written fifteen plays by the time he
was twenty-four, and he had made a
reputation for himself with his Bab
Ballads (1869). The plays were sentimental to the core, filled with selfsacrificing lovers, morbid princesses,
and stalwart peasants.
For the next several decades, the
artistic partnership flourished (but
not as close friends, for to the end,
they did not like each other well
enough to call each other by their
first names). From Thespis in 1871,
the two went on from success to
success : HMS. Ana/ore (1878), The
Priates of Penzance (1879), The Mikado
(1885) , and The Gondoliers (1887). By
1893 in Utopia, Unlimited, and certainly by 1896 (The Grand Duke), the
collaboration
finally
collapsed
after a long separation brought on
by financial disagreements.
The misalliance was one of the

strangest in history: a satirist with a
bent for sentimental blank verse
dramas and a composer who not
only rejoiced in being called the
English Mendelssohn but wrote
high-minded oratorios to prove it.
Yet, the irony is obvious: no one
even remembers the titles of Gilbert's plays, and except for "The
Lost Chord" and "Onward Christian
Soldiers," no one sings the music
of Sullivan. But the legacy of the
Gilbert and Sullivan comic operas
is as durable as ever, and in no work
is that more evident than in The
Pirates of Penzance.
I
Two years ago, the Muhlenberg
Theatre Company celebrated the
opera's centennial in a lively and
dashing production which played to
standing-room only crowds for six
performances.Andcurrently,Broadway's huge Uris Theatre is packing
in sell-out performances for Joseph
Papp's production of Pirates, a repeat of last summer's success of this
New York Shakespeare Festival
extravaganza in Central Park.
The conception of the production
was audacious: throw out all the
strings except a double bass and use
only a half-dozen winds and brass
with assorted amplified percussion;
take a rather campy approach to the
action so that, for example, the
policemen become Keystone Bobbies
tripping over their nightsticks
while chasing their own tails; and
most of all, cast the young lovers,
Frederic and Mabel, from the world
of rock-Rex Smith ("You Take My
Breath Away") and Linda Ronstadt,
perhaps the best-known female
singer today.
The critics were skeptical. But
from the usually ascerbic John
Simon in New York to Harold Schonberg, the classically precise music
critic of the New York Times, they
came to scorn, but remained to
praise. I can see why: the changes
do not distort (not a single line is
The Cresset

What they wanted was a world in which Victorian sentimentality was sincere
its tenets sacred to all; it never occurred to them how dull that might be.
'
omitted), but enhance the irreverent
wit of Gilbert and delightful tunefulness of Sullivan's music. My
sixteen-year-old daughter and I,
attending the play on a special New
York trip during the spring re-cess,
enlarged our loyalties: my respect
and affection for Gilbert and Sullivan was increased by Smith and
Ronstadt, and through these two
singers, she, I am certain, has begun
a life-long affair with Gilbert and
Sullivan.
II
The mood in the theatre is set by
the contrast between the flamboyant
orange and purple color of the
stage, and the large portraits of the
stern visages of Queen Victoria and
Rutherford B. Hayes (both in office in 1879) staring at us high
above the curtain. A huge pirate
ship in full tilt with furled sails
(and well-oiled casters) brings on
the pirates singing lustily. With
them comes the swash-buckling
Pirate King, played by Kevin Kline,
Tony Award winner in On The
Twentieth Century and an impressive
serious actor in Loose Ends at the
Circle in the Square last year.
Parodying old Errol Flynn movies,
Kline, as one commentator wrote,
is "a spectacular Pirate King, with
the positive culinary knack of
glazing every bit of ham with the
purest golden honey." His entire
body is involved; his athleticism
means that not only does he mug
with brows and eyes and mouth but
also with his feet, his knees, his
chest, several swords, the conductor's
baton, a small trampoline, and even
the orchestra pit. The comic ineptitude is well-handled even when he
almost stabs himself with his own
spear. His singing voice is solid;
whatever he does is done with equal
amounts of zany deliriousness and
controlled decorum.
George Rose, British actor of the
old school (Alfred P. Doolittle in
My Fair Lady), is indeed the very
model of a modern Major-General.
May, 1981

Puppet-like, majestically overblown,
his spanking white uniform complete with red umbrella - all this
delights the audience at all times.
The famous patter song ("I am the
very model of a modern MajorGeneral/I've information vegetable,
animal and mineral" and so on and
on) with its rattling meter and its
amazingly ingenious trisyllabic
rhymes gives the singer the opportunity- to show off his ability to
speak distinctly at a very high speed.
The entire cast shimmers: from
the entrance of the daughters who
parody ballet steps to the police
singing "Tarantara" and later high
stepping in overwhelming volume
"With Cat-like Tread" (the familiar
"Hail, Hail, the Gang's all here").
It adds to the fun to have the pirates
not only seize the girls and sing of
marriage (which killed 'em in Victoria's day), in this version, the
ladies are turned upside down so
their petticoats can be investigated,
and there seem to be two or three
pirates contemplating matrimony
with each sister. This sort of double
entendreupdate, an absurdity raised
a power or two, anything for a laugh
so long as the textural proprieties
are observed, seems fair. It certainly
had the audience in stitches. And the

two rock stars sing commendably
well and possess the necessary qualities. Smith's baby face and yearning
sincerity are exactly right for the
sentiments he is obliged to profess,
slavery to duty and all that. Ronstadt, pretty and demure, has an
expecially good time with the
recitatives which she interprets
with elasticity and verve. Th~ result of this delectable concotion:
we remember the vivacious stage
images and we still hum the melodies months later.

III
The location where the events
take place is described as "a rocky
sea-shore on the coast of Cornwall,"
but, of course, the actual world is
fantasy, tinged with mild atire.
One can understand Queen Victoria's negative reaction to the
ending of the play. The ergeant
of Police, having lost the battle to
the pirates, flat on his back with a
pirate boot on his chest, call upon
his victorious adversaries to yield
in Queen Victoria's name. They
yield at once, "because, with all our
faults, we love our Queen"; and the
nobility of their sentiment affects
the policemen to tears. The Qu n,
so say the reports, wa not amu d.
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Yet the opera is not first of all
topical and political, as are some
of the other works of G and S. True,
G and S were lampooning some of
the theatre's excesses of their day:
the posing, the dramatic asides, the
echoing chorus, and the patter that
appears to be invented impromptu.
But mainly the target of the gentle
satire is the foibles of all humanity:
pomposity (the Major-General),
exaggerated modesty (the daughters), and unearned bravado (the
pirates and the policemen). A favorite device is to oblige the characters
to live up to their pretensionsrepublicans are offered a throne,
soldiers a battle and so on. In The
Mountebanks, for example, a town
full of phonies take a magic potion
that turns them into whatever they
are pretending to be-a young girl
into a crone, bandits into monks,
a flirt into a girl dying of love. The
typical situation is an absurd state
of affairs arrived at by logical argument ("a paradox, a paradox, a most
ingenious paradox"): for example,
that the twenty-first birthday of
Frederic who has born in leap year
on the 29th of February does not
occur until he is at least eighty-four
years old.
The key to the humor in G and S,
if there is one, is a hatred of hypocrisy. Such a perspective gives
us a Pooh-Bah, the upper-crust
government functioning in The
Mikado- "I was born sneering" who disciplines his insufferable
pride by accepting bribes from anyone, no matter how lowly. G and S
saw the betrayal of Victorian ideals
~ Victorian actions and were disturbed . Yet they would not have
been more comfortable in our age of
open license than they were in a
time of covert vice. What they
wanted was a world in which Victorian sentimentality was sincere,
its tenets sacred to all. It never
occurred to them how dull that
might be.
Fortunately, out of such misguided intentions have come the
lightest and brightest of joys: the
witty and wonderful world of Gilbert and Sullivan.
Cl
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Morning
new grass shoots tiny light green
through the black soil
behind the pond
the fish hover
among the dying tendrils
of the water lilies
and shed orange crystals
as the early sun·moves across the pond ...
you are still asleep
your arm thrown across your
face
the pillow wet beneath your mouth
the sun will dry the grass before noon
today
and the fish will settle
slowly
like jewels
to the shade of deep rocks
and the cooler water .. .
slowly as if dreaming
you rise and walk
across the striped sun
on the mauve carpet
and my part will have been completed
early
standing in the pearl-frosted grass
before neighbors wind their day up
before the sun remembers our trees
while the new grass is lush and tenderly green
trembling in the early light ...
the bougainvillea rustles
at your window
as your robe falls from
your shoulders
in the cold room
(I cannot see your face)
and the fish are suspended
between my spreading light
and their cool silent caverns . ..
J. T. Ledbetter
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Death by Words/
/,.anguage and Survival in American Culture
Janet Karsten Larson

The first text for this meditation is taken from a student's plea-a response to a foolhardy question I asked
eight years ago in my classroom at Northwestern:
Q : Why did you take this course?

A: Being truthful , this cou rse did fit neatly. timewise , into my schedule. Though, that is not to say that the time factor was the sole
reason for my choosing of "Fantasy-Makers and Truth-Tellers." I
could have just as easily chosen "Federal Tax Policy" had taxation
interested me in the slightest. Victorian writing is nearly totally unknown to me and therefore this helped finalize my decision.

This prose that keeps on turning up in my college classes
is not particularly absurd, yet as a "truthful" communication it is disturbing. What creates unease is not only
the scattered errors-the dangling modifier, the faulty
predication, the inelegant diction, the apparent nonlogic
of the conclusion- but the whole pattern of rhetoric, a
form of words that is spreading a kind of death in the
mainstream of American langauge. But before we rush
to fi nalize this familiar coroner's judgment-for I
wish to make a rather different case than other critics
of our "dying" language-let us consider the second
text for this meditation.
Several years ago I was applying for college teaching
jobs and regularly receiving many processed replies.
One such letter from an institution advertising an opening in my field began this way:
Dear Applicant:
The hundreds of letters of application I have received do not permit
me to respond personally to each application.

Like my freshman's "being truthful," this seemed an
honest enough beginning if a repetitive one, pointing
to a plight with which a reader might sympathize. The
thrust of the message swiftly followed :
Although many angels may dance comfortably on the head of a pin.
only one professor can comfortably fill a single teaching slot. Despite your special qualifications and valuable achievements. therefore. I cannot hold out to you any hope that you wi ll be offered a
position at our college.

Janet Karsten Larson is an alumna of Valparaiso University
and holds her Ph.D. in English from Northwestern University. Presently she is an editor-at-large for the Christian Century and Assistant Professor of English at Rutgers University where she teaches nineteenth and twentieth century
literature and directs the Composition Program in the Um~
versity College. She is currently working on a book about
Charles Dickens and the idea of the artist in Victorian England.
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Thank you for applying.
Best wishes in your search for an academic Eden.

What do this chairman and my student have mutually to do with "death by words"? Certainly they dHfer
in linguistic sophistication, the mature writer advancing
on the freshman in the art of the put-down that i as
pedantic as the pedantry it thinks it exposes. The one i
all innocence, the other all experience: but both have
been caught merely at different stages of the same emantic decline. In both cases, sentences with nonpersonal subjects ("this course," "the hundreds of letters")
launch writing that acquits the writer from speaking
directly as the human agent of the discourse: both mask
their nonmessages in abstractions and formulated
phrases ; and both run aground in non sequitur. In thes
common features , what our two writer betray i the ne d
to exploit langauge for impressing a reader who is not
there for the writer as a human being. Writing back to
themselves, they each adopt a style that look outward
only to reflect inward, seeking in the contracted world
of their discourse confirmation of their elf-e teem . In
their predicaments as powerful chairman affecting to
be powerless and vulnerable freshman attempting to be
powerful, both writers are seizing upon word as l 1.
of survival, merely for the sake of surv ival , in a culture that elicits, rewards , and often demand!> such u
of language.
It is because their rhetoric is a response to a " ial
reality beyond the classroom and the academic offi c
that their failures of communication cannot ad quat ly
be addressed by the usual pedagogical r m di -grammar classes, Strunk-and-White lessons in "D finit ,
Specific, Concrete Language," teacherly xhortations
to adopt a "VIVID, LIVELY STYLE!" In th publi
realm the newly elf-appointed guardians of the Moth r
Tongue eem to me also on the wrong track .• u h
crotchety unacknowledged legi lators of grammatical
correctness as John imon (Paradig,m Lost), Edwin , wman (Stri'ctly Speaking), and William Sa fire ( On Languate)
defend a con crvatism that can b i1Q1orant of th • d
velopment of language, and too often th y brandi h
merely their own cla
de.
Meanwhile the ational Council of T achen of 1-.nglish continue to be tow its annual Doubl ~peak ward
to Ronald Reagan , Jimmy art r, and th , ·uclear
Regulatory Commi ion, meaning to count ract . th•
rhetoric of politicians, bureaucrats, and advertt
but tending al o to avert th gaz from th languaK
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We are surrounded by languag e tha t threatens death t o our social life, fosters complacency
about human suffering, and undermines the will to change t hose conditions that cause it.

of academe, even to indulge unselfcritical rhetoric
of righteous indignation. Experience tells me that my
students and colleagues will not be helped by these
efforts to preserve the language, for their problems
with grammar, diction, and logic are deeply connected
with their sense of who they are as communicatorswith the issues of ethos and audience; and these in tum
are shaped by the communities in which all of us speak
and write.
My work as a teacher and an editor has compelled
me to see how fearfully we are surrounded and invaded by language that threatens death to our social
life-language that lacks feeling and confuses thought,
that simulates cooperativeness, that fosters complacency
about human suffering and undermines the will to
change those conditions that cause it. We continually
create our communities through words, even more than
we tangibly shape social life through marketing strategies, legislation, academic programming, congregational outreach, and political activity: for all of these
are finally conceived, promoted, implanted, and evaluated through written and spoken language. As the symbolic medium for our personal and institutional relationships, our language profoundly affects the kind of
social experience we have, as well as the social goods
we can imagine.
At the same time, while I subscribe to the notion
that language and thought influence each other, I do
not conclude that our social reality is entirely a linguistic construction or that we are finally imprisoned in
our human speech. The very remarkable fact that we do
sometimes manage to carry on society's work and the
different work of worship even in some of our worst
words suggests that our existence, and the resources
of change, is grounded in the eternal Logos. Nonetheless we can choose imprisonment, even death, through
our words. How well or badly we are surviving as a
people can be discerned by examining the language
communities we have been building, all of us, in these
latter decades of the twentieth century.

II
When Charles Dickens visited this country in 1842,
he went home to write a novel about his experiences,
Martin Chuzzlewit. IJ? one American episode, a British
visitor asks the editor of the New York Rowdy Journal
how people react to his newspaper full of rhetorical
exaggerations and lies. The editor roars out his answer:
"Buy 'em. Buy 'em by the hundreds of thousands. We
are a smart people here and can appreciate smartness."
"Is smartness American for forgery?" the Englishman
asks. "Well!" bellows his host. "I expect it's American
for a good many things that you call by other names.
But you can't help yourself in Europe. We can."
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Some recent attacks on American English target our
rhetorical "forgery" -our tendency to "optimize" and
"maximize," to make things sound more attractive, more
impressive, and less painful than they really are. (Ameri. cans, DeToqueville wrote, "perpetually abandon the
great in order to reach the gigantic.") As this line of
argument runs, the deep sources of our pervasive verbal
fakery lie in our American frontier consciousness and
its present economic expression, capitalist expansion.
.Any student of the first century of the republic might
easily supply countless examples of rhetorical overreach. But if in many ways we still are a nation of counterfeiters, the problems of American English have
shifted as we respond to new conditions in our third
century.

The Shattered Social Space and Speech
In The Ethics of Rhetoric, Richard Weaver has argued
a more appreciative view of nineteenth century language
that may help us discern our difference in the twentieth .
To illustrate how the "spacious rhetoric" of the oldtime orator played a valuable communal role in an
earlier stage of our cultural development, Weaver recalls the speech of Vice President John Breckinridge
in 1859 on the occasion of the Senate's removal from the
Old Chamber to the New:
... And now , Senators, we leave this memorable chamber, bearing
with us . unimpaired , the Constitution received from our forefathers.
Let us cherish it with grateful acknowledgements of the Divine Power
who controls the destinies of empires and whose goodness we adore.
The stru ctures reared by man yield to the corroding tooth of time.
These marble walls must molder into ruin ; but the principles of
constitutional liberty , guarded by wisdom and virtue. unlike material
elements, do not decay . Let us devoutly trust ..

What we might dismiss today as sweeping generalities,
uncontested terms, and opaque cliches in this speech ,
Weaver calls "the commonplaces of opinion and conduct ... a sort of textus receptus" that did not have to be
argued because the speaker could count on a homogeneity of belief and value which supplied the "missing"
propositions. Uttering the common wisdom in a distanced mode felt to be aesthetically appropriate, the
great public speaker performed an essential social
function by reinforcing a people's unity around that
which they "devoutly trust." 1
The difference for today's Newspeak lies in the transformation of our cultural context from a resonant
medium of apparently shared beliefs-at least of fulsome
rhetoric resisting the dissolution of traditional idealsto the shattered social space and speech of our public
and private lives in the late twentieth century. My
freshman's "fitting neatly, timewise" rolls out as auto'Richard Weaver. The Ethics of Rhetoric (Chicago:Henry Regnery ,
1953 ), pp. 164-185 .
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If our language is bot h a communal creat ion and creative of community, t o de value words
is to devalue our life together and thus to impoverish our cultural sources for rec overy.

matically as the Senator's "molder into ruin" : but the
clich es of today's public speaking are no longer commonplaces of shared attachment, connecting the occasion of discourse with a meaningfully imagined past
and a set of expectations for the collective future . Rather ,
our language is far more often loosed from historical
moorings and social facts , and removed from firsthand
experience. Words for example like the abstractions
in the satirical "Systematic Group Phrase Projector"
[see box] 2 are modular semantic units with their options open; they are free to be shifted about at will like
the "open-minded" career-mobile manager who applies
them to all manner of topics, appropriately or not, on
all manner of occasions to achieve maximum effect-not
to do useful work but simply to "arrive."

An Original Relation with the Universe
Today's performing rhetoricians, innocent or experienced, reflect some of the critical changes in American life which Christopher Lasch has caught up in the
phrase, "the culture of narcissism."3 In his book by
this title, Lasch describes a familiar matrix of longdeveloping social conditions that, it seems to me, helps
to account for the ways many people increasingly present themselves as agents of discourse and shape messages for audiences. In an era of diminishing expectations, competition and social tension have sharply increased, calling forth a survivalist mentality that was
once common mainly among the poor but has now
spread to the middle class. Conditions of work today,
Lasch argues, elicit and reward narcissistic behavior,
especially corporate environments where work has
become abstract and "Performance means to arrive";
the modem bureaucracy is governed by elaborate rules
of social interaction that, demanding compliance without being grounded in any moral code, encourage selfabsorbed and manipulative behavior toward the mere
cultivation of one's image. These conditions coupled
with the shift from production to consumption, the
proliferation of recording technologies, emergent
family structures, and a self-defeating therapeutic
climate have "brought out narcissistic traits that are
present, in varying degrees, in everyone," Lasch believes; and they lie behind reports that p sychiatrists
in th e past 25 years have increasingly encountered the
patient with symptoms of narcissism (pp. 36-51 ).
.
Despite the limitations of Lasch's argument (and this
is a very rough and selective account of it), what seems
' Subterranean Sociology News letter, II I. 13.
3

Christoph er Lasch, T he Culture of Narcissism ( ew York : W. W.
Norton. 1978 ).

Systematic Group Phrase Project or
INSTRUCTIONS : Invent triple phrases to meet
any contingency by selecting any word fro m each
column below and constructing from left to right.
For example, 17 + II4 +III8 yields "operational
sociometric matrix."

I
0. evaluate
1. functional
2. hyperbolic
3. intuitive
4. interactive
5. reciprocal
6. negative
7. operational
8. centralized
9. interdependent

II
0. coalition
1. power
2. influence
3. communication
4. sociometric
5. role
6. activity
7. task
8. status
9. interpersonal

III
0. equi librium
1. relation
2. attribution
3. contingency
4. gradient
5. structure
6. decis ion
7. network
8. matrix
9. index

valuable is his description of a very fami liar kind of
person one encounters in dail y life-indeed is tempted
to become -in the ther apist's office, in the pages of
magazines, in the movi e theater, in the shopping mall,
at work, in the church. As a personali ty di order, narcissism is distinct clinicall y from the neuro e · and
psychoses more characteristic of a Victorian w~rld
where repression is the chief cause of mental uffenng.
Lasch's "Narcissistic Personali ty of Our Time" do
not suffer, however, because he indulges the self or
"retreats into privatism ," but becau e he hasn't any
inner-directed personal life: infantile, empty,
If.
absorbed, he has not yet establi hed what Emerson
called "an original relation with the univer e" but
vainly seeks ground ing for his identity in th ace ptance and admiration of manipulated other .
Fearful of agi ng an d death, pos essing neither a _en_ e
of history nor confidence in the future , the nar 1 1 t
positions himself for urvival in the pre ent mo~ nt'
oppor tunity. His sense of per onal threat and hi urvivalist behavior are all the more exacerbat d by th
fact that he can not draw su tenance from relation hip ,
deeply satisfying memories, meaningful \\-'Ork , j~~ou
experi ences, a larger ocial commitment.' a rehg10~
faith . Because he is fundamentally unmter t d •~
others, he Jacks the spring of genuine int 11 ual unosity. T he narcissist given to self-deprecatory )aught r
typically adopts an air of ironi detachment to creat
the impression that he has ri n above th d ad) routine of his work, even though he ontinu to perform
it. Indeed, Lasch call ironic If-con iou n
con2.5
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In an era of declining expectations competition has increased, calling forth a survivalist
mentality that was once common mainly to the poor but has now spread to the middle class.

stantly reinforced in the media, our "debased contemporary form of reason"-and, I would add, our
debased form of transcendence. Ungrounded in a
religious dimension of life, the modern ironist whose
responses quickly short-circuit feeling in the cynical
quip is tragically trapped in, not liberated by, his selfconsciousness; his persistent irony fosters what is only
an illusion of detachment from any "relation with the
universe."
Lasch has himself targeted several areas of language
abuse in a culture of narcissism: the equation (in personnel management jargon) of "personal growth" with
"career mobility"; the blend of public-relations talk
and games theory through which American foreign
policy is conceived and peddled to "relevant audiences";
the shaping of political discourse not for information
or debate but for "credibility"; and the pseudo-wisdom
of the human potential movement, especially the gospel
of success through "coping" with the present moment's
on-schedule life crisis.

The Channel Selector Approach to Life
If one were to extend Lasch's account to construct a
rhetoric of narcissism, it would encompass many familiar kinds of discourse that threaten our common life.
The narcissist needs language that does not commit
the speaker to a consistent set of values, and that evades
the responsibility to limit and clarify definitions, follow a train of thought to a well-argued conclusion,
question and qualify assertions for the sake of reasonable precision. Our rhetoric of narcissism would include a section on self-protective sentence plots that
maintain their options through syntactic incoherence.
One common means to this end of meaning is the juxtaposing (not joining) of ideas by paper-clip expressions,
all-purpose substitutes for ordinary prepos1t10ns:
"in terms of," "in relation to," "relevant to," "intimately
interrelated with," and "along the lines of," along with
their cousins "as it relates to," "having to do with," and
"in the process of." Loose and interchangeable, paperclip expressions permit the speaker to shuffle meanings
almost as he likes as he creates his image. The reader
may be pained to recall that not so long ago we had
"testimony with relation to the cover-up" and a President who was "involved in excesses with respect to the
power of the Executive Office." The plot of such sentences, the syntactic conspiracy, is to circumvent the
making of unpleasant connections-after all, what kind
of relationship existed between "testimony" and "coverup" was precisely what we wanted to know.
Another common form of syntactic open-endedness
is the nonfinite series that abandons, after it is launched,
all boundaries of meaning: "To discover new directions
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for UUWF and to influence all women by being receptacles and disseminators of the entire organization's
strengths, needs, aims, and diversities," says a church
newsletter, "is a priority item." Can this group "prior.itize," let alone decide what it must do to be saved?
Like the amorphous individual narcissist, organizations with the vaguest purposes are floated along in
the winning, optimistic aura of serial Latinate abstractions. The irresistible forward thrust of the utterance
makes refinement of meaning impossible, but then
heither is precision wanted when the point of launching
the words is to take off from the tell-tale runway of
the "I":
I believe that as individuals and as a freewheeling loose collective,
this great generation of leaders significantly touched multiple movements , issues, controversies, institutions, and eras within American
and international Protestantism and statesmanship.

In such self-fueling, self-pleasuring flights, the writer
cannot afford to stop to correct his own redundancies
("issues, controversies") nor to quality his claims. Critical discourse, on the other hand, can be recognized
for its restraint; it requires us to return, at times to turn
back a sentence form on itself, or to introduce a qualifier
not simply for its power to entertain but for its precise
limitation of meaning. In a culture of narcissism, characterized by oral cravings, we starve to death from scarcity
of meaning as we consume and are consumed by verbiage.
The self-admiring stylist may also be unable to see
the double images he projects and thus fall into the
absurd lapses of the mixed metaphor. "I have learned
something about how persons tap into the Source of
their own transformation," one theologian writes. "Now
I am beginning to dive for this new set of roots." (Do
you see the double picture-and hear the crunch?) A
comparative literature professor invents word combinations without explaining Herman Hesse to us when he
writes: " . . . beneath the sentimental crust of a young
man's self-important words lies a sharply focused picture of inner darkness." The mixed metaphor salad has
always been with us; the writer in a culture of narcissism who habitually makes such lapses is failing to check
his vision against the real things he is talking aboutand where vision fails, there may be not simply intellectual carelessness but loss of feeling.
A wordlist complementing these forms of language
that increase our sense of unreality would include many
commonly-heard, theatrical forms of hyperbole, cynical
asides, knowingly clever understatements with which
people dismiss the importance of what they say, do,
and are; a raft of words drawn from the buzz-buzz of
trendy movements; abundant abstractions that in all
kinds of communications distance speaker from listener
and from the real substance of the topic at hand; and
the several kinds of compensatory pseudo-concretion.
The Cresset

Where there is increased pressure to survive, language becomes merely another survival tool
and ceases as an instrument for intellectual work or a means of persuasion to right action.
Perhaps sensing that abstract words are not inherently
charming, many speakers habitually spice up their
bland discourse with clever alliterations and rhymes
that provide at least the auditory sensation of concreteness, like the sounds in the triad "Restate! Illustrate! Evaluate!" Lengthy abstract utterances can also
be "concretized" by the buried metaphors in such expressions as "bottom-line outcomes," "ball-park figure,"
and "ground-floor opportunity with top-flight company!" The literate reader might scoff at such unimaginative commonplaces, but they are no less dangerous
to our sense of the humanly real than the more witty
comparisons of the accomplished narcissist-rhetorician,
such as our department chairman whose angels dance
willy-nilly on the pinheads of rejected applicants.

III
Back in my comer of the world, a composition program office at Rutgers University, I find the most
common student writing problems reflecting the culture of narcissism in these and in a number of other
ways. I hear it behind the glib pronouncements in
student essays-on sexual liberation, for example-the
rhetoric as opaque and unscrutinized as the speechifying of our nineteenth century orator, without his
eloquence. I find it in students' sentences so loaded
with abstractions that meaning shorts out. I also feel it
in the air of unreality suffusing student work lacking
evidence of the writer's historical sense. One wonders
if the need for temporal continuity has simply dropped
out from many students' apprehension of the real-a
loss linked perhaps to serial career patterns and the
TV-channel selector approach to life as a series of
novelties.
One result of a pervasive acceptance of discontinuity
is a throwaway approach to ideas. To these student
writers, "issues" have replaced "ideas"; and "opinions" (replacing "convictions," which long ago displaced philosophies of life) need not, it seems, be
grounded in any tradition or categories of thought.
Another result of this changed time-sense appears in
the essay of causal analysis: either the writer lists causes
simplistically, or he becomes more and more entangled
in jungles of causes/effects as he goes on writing until
he succumbs finally to complexity as impenetrability.
These failures of language sometimes suggest a fatalism
so profound that it is simply taken for granted before
the possibility of substantial, organic change has even
been investigated.
Most of all I sense the influence of a narcissistic culture in the minimal intellectual effort many students
think is required of them when they write a composition. (The parallel complaint is that students "lack
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intellectual curiosity.") I realize this is not news. Still
I think it is significant that many students are already
so adept at creating what they think are credible images,
that the energy in their writing is misdirected toward
charming or impressing (in a "VIVID LIVELY STYLE")
or protecting themselves, avoiding offense-in any
case not disciplined for the making of discoveries
about themselves and their world. The writer who has
not yet established "an original relation with the universe" has no position from which he might make more
honest transactions with subjects and with readers.
One freshman writes, "A perception of the immediacy
of an energy crisis is no longer limited to those wellknowledged in the environmental sciences"-and later
in the same essay, "However, these conditions lead to
a far greater situation, which is crucial, and perhaps
the most important." My student did not invent this
style; she thinks she is conforming to the newly emergent conventions. Consciously or not, she has her eye
on the bread-butterers of her present and her future .
She grew up in and is surrounded by a densely mediated
environment, where sounding authoritative is more
important, as Lasch says, than conveying authoritative
information. In an environment where there is increased pressure to survive, language becomes merely
another tool of survival and ceases to be valued as an
instrument for performing intellectual work, a medium
for self-expression, or a means of persuasion to right
action.

There's A Kind of Horror About
Better that students should be given the ta k of making
intellectual journal entries, systematically or fr ely
questioning a subject and their own thinking about it
as preparation for writing the theme, than that th y
should be urged to elaborate journals intimes, pouring
out "personal feelings" (rather than impersonal on ?)
no matter how solipsistic these vaporings may be. Personal journals have their u es; they are not the only
way to establish a student's "authentic" voice on paper.
Honestly attempted academic di cour e can liberat
the individual 's intellectual curio ity and invit her to
occasions for trying out an authentic thinking oi e in
conversation with the universe of things and id
outside herself. Teaching academi writing well, and
modeling it respon ibly our elv , may be on of th
strongest lines of defen e again t the culture of narci
ism.
Students' survivalist r pon
in wntmg
are under tandable enough : th y know, as Pint r would
say, that there' a kind of horror about. \Vhat I n w
find curious i that many of my tuden per ive no
obvious contradiction between th ir
rtions of "lo
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Fearful of aging and death, possessing neither a sense of history nor faith in the future,
the narcissist positions himself to arrive and survive in the present moment's opportunity.

and brotherhood" and their sharp, even moving defenses of their own need to "survive." This phenomenon takes an especially poignant form among the
Black students I teach in Newark. These men and women in their twenties and thirties know enough of suffering to know the need for compassion, yet they have
had to master the art of systematic group phrase projection in order to keep on moving upward in their
careers, "to arrive." Their cruel discovery is that they
now find themselves in white-collar environments
as warlike as the ghetto. Now more than ever they
must sharpen their weapons of perceptual and verbal
self-defense. But the irony that has long been essential
to humor and poetic speech in the Black communityits verbal edge over landlords, police, social workers,
and other proprietors of the Black urban conditionbecomes a means of newly painful self-victimization.
As for other people, ironic self-consciousness for these
student/workers weakens the will to change those conditions which make work and daily life painful, wearying, empty. Cynical about the work they continue to
perform anyway ("to survive"), these young people
express through their ironic speech a newly bitter sense
of their complex oppression.

On the Powerful Faith of Pentecost
Many of my students, Black and White, believe they
can remain immune somehow to the effects of the language they employ ("it's only words") and the actions
they do ("it's only a way to make a living"). Perhaps
this delusion of innocence reveals their surviving
instinct for honest speech, fulfilling work, and significant personal relationships. Perhaps these students
have also lost faith in a social medium that denies
those instincts expression. What my students forget,
and what the language in a culture of narcissism helps
them not to learn, is that words are never "just words":
they are deeds that effect changes in the world, deeds
that shape even the doer who tries to separate himself
from his work. It is just possible that one can live or
die by words.
It may be remembered that Narcissus did not survive in this world. Seeking union with his own image
in a fountain, the beautiful youth was driven to despair
and death. My students also tend to forget that one
cannot survive alone, for there is an ecology in culture
as in nature, an ecology of spirit. If our language is
both a communal creation and creative of our community, to devalue words is to devalue our life together
and thus to impoverish our cultural sources of recovery.
Our common speech should also help us to imagine
something better than the way we are living and partly
living now. Re-forming that speech is not just a task
28

for English teachers. To adapt a saying from Bertolt
Brecht: we cannot move our little circle until the whole
circle moves; and all of us are partners in the social
motion of language.

IV
What then do we want in place of a rhetoric of narcissism? Many popular commentators on American
English today are not likely to help us answer this
question. Sharp-tongued advocate though Newman is
of "strictly speaking," he persistently undermines the
seriousness of his critique by a narcissistic need to
charm his audience, or to flatter a certain wing of it
with elitist jokes at the expense of the poorly-educated
speakers and spellers he loves to lampoon. Like Newman, Safire overindulges in criticism-as-witticism and
indiscriminately attacks the flagrant misuse of words
along with the mere infelicity. (He prefers "Seasonal
greetings" to "Season's greetings" -but who cares?)
Our pundits often fail to exhibit a sense of proportion,
rightly irritating many a reader who can then write
off the whole concern with language decline as merely
picayune or -snobbish. Small things do indeed matter
in language; but some are only small things in the
larger scheme of cultural meaning, and it does harm to
the cause to insist they are more. Ridicule is not enough
to make bad language go away, nor are exhortations to
skepticism, aggressive listening, critical thinking. What
is needed is some motive for right speaking, and for
that motive to prevail we need some vision of what
might be achieved through our living words.
Observing that all powerfully persuasive speech is
not simply better adjusted to "reality," Richard Weaver
has argued that its element of excess or understatement
can make the language of true persuasion a "kind of
love." Therefore, he writes, "the poet and the rhetorician will never let the man of business have a world
which is a reliable materiality," for each is trying "to
advance the borders of the imaginative world." The
inward-turning vision of the narcissist is after all fundamentally unimaginative, even as he invents flattering
mental images; he is trapped in a fearfully flattened
space, in a distorted world lacking the dimension of
depth. When a culture's banal public language robs
the world of its multi-dimensionality, its members will
find it all that much more difficult to apprehend transcendent Being or remain open to the promptings of
God's power in their lives. Without the dimension of
depth, we may finally not be able to transcend our
failures to live through our words.
What we want, then, is imaginative language, if by
that we mean not the literary language of poems and
stories as such, but all forms of discourse that help us
The Cresset

In a culture of narcissism, we starve to death
as we consume and are consumed by verbiage.

The Editor's Farewell

toward self-transcendence: language that fosters understanding and sympathy by extending the self, that
moves thought and feeling beyond the familiar circle,
that cracks the mirrors of desire and turns us back to
question our dogma as well as our dreams, that enables
us to connect and articulate rather than atomize and
shuffle ideas or detach ourselves as though we had no
relation to the universe and it had none to us. That
means, in part, different uses of both abstraction and
concretion. Any language might also count as imaginative that makes us see with sharper discrimination the
unimaginative fictions within and around us; but beyond critical awareness we need the language of vision
and hope.
Our hope for survival requires the imaginative
capacity to transcend circumstance, including the
facts of our banal everyday speech. And if acts of transcendence are what we want, our hope for survival will
rest in the transcendent Logos who imagined the world
he lived in with us, the Word in whom our language as
well as our deeds are firmly rooted before the beginning and after the end, in silence and in song. Our
radical skepticism of a Babel world can at once be
radically hopeful because we recognize that human
speech is not the ground of our existence, nor our
cultural context final. The powerful faith of Pentecost
reminds us where our voices come from and exposes
the shallowness of the new "wisdom" by awakening us
to the dynamic integrity of the old: "The Spirit of the
Lord fills the whole world. It holds all things together
and knows every word spoken by man , alleluia"
(Wisdom 1 :7).
Is it possible to say "alleluia" to this final text for our
meditation? The affirmation of a Pentecost faith is
indeed hard to make in the face of many signs of social
anarchy, until one is reminded that this faith is itself
a gift of the Word and not dependent upon the tenacity
of our optimistic feelings , our ability to secure enclaves
of piety or reasonable discourse, nor even the cogency
of our critical analysis. It is only through the gift of
this faith that we can form the words of the Pentecost
prayer, together, at allLoosen our tongues to sing your praise
in words beyond the power of speech,
for without your Spirit
man could never raise his voice in words of peace
or announce the truth that Jesus is Lord.

Gifted by this perpetually renewed faith, men and women are refreshed with the power to practice faithful
speaking as well as faithful doing, not in order to make
credible images for themselves but to show forth the
believable mystery of their making in the image of C:od.
We need not choose death by words, for the Word lives
in us.

...••

For A Forum For Us All
With this issue of the Cresset I conclude my second
three-year term as its editor and tum toward new
duties for Valparaiso University as director of its Over·seas Studies Center in Cambridge, England. At the
moment I am between topping my paste-pot and applying for my passport, still brushing up the English on
the Cresset even as I start brushing up my Bn.tish
for Cambridgeshire.
The privilege of presiding over the Cresset "forurn
for scholarly writing and informed opinion" puts the
editor in debt to the contributors and subscribers who
faithfully meet in this forum to exchange their views
on the "literature, the arts, and public affairs" of the
day, and I should not leave the editorship without
here expressing my thanks to all of them-to all of
you -for your good company along the way.
In the past three years together we have made some
progress toward making the Cresset a more open and
more serviceable forum for us all. We have restored
the review to regular publication and renewed subscriber and contributor confidence in its "being there"
and its "presence to the future." And we have been
joined by many new subscribers and contn·butors representing a wider range of viewpoints, especially among
more Valparaiso University alumni and faculty who
have come to count on the Cresset as a "monthly Homecoming" during the academic year.
We now meet in a forum enlarged to more pages
in a more thrifty format, and we have succeeded, insofar
as rising printing and mailing expenses hat•e allowed,
to keep our costs to our subscn·bers as low as possible
The Cresset still comes to you for less than two cent
a page, thanks in largest part to our publisher who
happily continues to subsidize our forum, as we say at
the Cresset, "while he moonlights as President of
Valparaiso University. "
At this wn"ting it does not yet appear who the publisher will appoint as his new editor, but 1 can promise
the next moderator of this forum that he u·11/ also
remember his days at the re ·s I as days nch u·,thout
measure. To whomever he or she mav be, I u•ish et·ery
joy in the considerable work that remains to be done
in widening the forum for us all. urely 1 leat•e the
new editor the best ff'ft 1 could git•e an v editor- the
continuing support of the generous contnbutors and
loyal subscribers to the re·~ t. I nou• count myself
among them, and I also leave tu•o pounds and fifty
pence to post my copies air mail.

Richard Lee, Editor
1969-1972 1978-1981
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The Problem
Of History
For the Musician

Recreating the Past In
The Performing Present
David Fienen
The performing musician has a
historical problem to face wh en he
confronts a piece of music. This is
over and above the technical problem , the physical ability to do, in
performance, what the score demands . This technical skill will,
for the purpose of this column, be
assumed-the technique must be
there for the Performer to be able
to perform the piece. But there is a
deeper problem, an aesthetic problem of interpretation, which must be
solved before a successful performance can take place, and this
aesthetic judgment rests heavily
on history.
The Performer has in front of
him a document, consisting of symbols (notes, staffs, interpretive
markings, etc.}, which is but a reflection of the composer's creation.
This document (the score} may be
highly detailed, as is the case with
many late nineteenth century com-

David Fienen holds his M.A. in
Religion from Concordia Theological
Seminary, St. Louis, Missouri; and his
D.M.A. from the University of Minnesota. Presently he is Assistant Professor
of Music at Gustavus Adolphus College, St. Pete1~ Minnesota, and organist
for Chri·st Chapel on the campus.
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When a musical composition is faithfully performed,
the listener may truly relive a prior historical event.
posers and some more recent ones,
or quite bare of markings other
than the notes (and even those not
complete, as in the case of the seventeenth-eighteenth century continuo
style} . The problem ·then facing the
Performer is that of creating the
composition anew, being guided by
the score. He must make the sounds
which the composer chose to put
together in a particular way to
create a particular composition.
The great diversity of possibilities
open to the Performer (tempo,
changes of tempo, dynamics, articulation, phrasing, timbre} require
many interpretive decisions on his
part. Many of these decisions are
guided by the information supplied
by historians who specialize in the
study of music, otherwise known as
Musicologists. This column will
proceed to examine the function of
the Musicologist, the Performer,
and the relationship of the two in
their historical endeavor.
First, however, it is necessary to
ask the question: Why perform a
particular composition? There are
obviously many possible answers,
which can hinge on the occasion
(church, concert, salon, parade,
season, etc.). Of most immediate
concern here are the historical
considerations. As stated above, a
musical composition is a document
just as a painting, a poem, a novel,
a treaty, a diary, a shard of pottery, a bone, or a fossil are documents. These documents provide
little bits of information about the
events of the past. Each one is the
"track," as Marc Bloch calls it,
"the mark, perceptible to the senses,
which some phenomenon, in itself
inaccessible, has left behind." (Marc
Bloch, The Historian 's Craft: [New
York Vintage Books, 1953], p. 55.)
But this must be carried yet further. An artifact or a literary document is generally a concrete piece
of evidence in itself, which one uses
now to recreate (reimagine or reconstruct} its original surrounding.

A musical composition, in so far as
it exists as a score on paper, was
even in its own time already only a
"track" or symbolic outline for an
organization of sounds . The real
document is the organized sounds
that exist in performance. When on e
examines a painting, one may look
at it as a reflection of the object it
portrays, and as a reflection of the
artist's interpretation of th at object.
But the painting is itself the document, which may be subjected to
rigorous examination (brush strokes,
colors, composition, etc.). Similar
things may be said about sculpture,
architecture, and literary documents. However, while much study
is spent on a musical score, especially
a manuscript, the actual document
which opens a window to its creator's
mind and soul is the piece in performance recreated by the Performer.
If the Performer has done his
homework properly (which homework will be described below), the
performance will be the communication from the soul of the composer, mediated through the ski ll
and soul of the Performer, to the
soul of the listener. It is possible
for the listener to understand the
inner feelings of the composer, in
perhaps a more thorough, though
to be sure a less concrete or verbal
manner, th an via any other mediu m .
Since music is capable of affecting
and influencing the emotions more
directly and effectively than any
other means of (non-physical ) communication, it therefore can lead to
a greater understanding of certain
aspects of the past. T h is pursuit is
historical in so far as the goal of
historical inquiry, again according
to Marc Bloch and Benedetto Croce,
is understanding. This is one of the
main answers to the question: Why
perform a particular musical composition?
What is the task of the Musicologist? The Musicologist must find the
scores which will allow Performers
to recreate these documents of the
The Cresset

Since musi? is _cap~ble of affecting the emotions more directly than any other means
of commumcat1on, 1t can lead to greater understanding of certain aspects of the past.
past (both recent and distant). He
must acquaint Performers with the
scores (literature) which remains,
and provide all the information
necessary to recreate the piece
successfully.
First of all, he must examine,
criticize and prepare the text. He
must determine (judge) the authenticity of the manuscript. This will
include handwriting analysis, ink
and paper analysis, and stylistic
examination, to determine if it really
is what it claims to be, is a copy, a
forgery , or, if no identifying information is present, to place it in
its likely context, and give it as much
identity as is possible. This will
generally lead to the editing and
preparing of the score for printing.
Only when the Performer has an
accurate score, which he can examine
as being the composer's own intentions, can he confidently prepare to
perform the piece.
The second task of the Musicologist is to place the composition into
its context. This means examining
the biographical details of the composer's life, the place within his total
oeuvre which the piece occupies,
the social, philosophical, economic,
and political situation of the time,
and the musical stylistic developments which likely or demonstrably
influenced the composer. To this
end, biographies of composers are
written, often including within or
as a separate section, a discussion
of the works (compositions). This
enables one (if a thorough job has
been done) to learn much about the
composer, his surroundings, and to
place particular compositions of
his into their surroundings. Generally some degree of judicious
judgment and criticism is expressed
of the works, discussing the technique of the composer, his handling
of form and style, and his overall
success from piece to piece and in
comparison to his contemporaries.
Also, the relationship between the
musical compositions and poetry,
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art, and literature of the time will
be discussed . When music history is
written without all these other concerns (as is all too often the case) it
loses much of its value, since it presents a distorted view, and tends to
rely too heavily on categori es, categories which, while possibl y useful
in comprehending or organizing
large amounts of data, nevertheless
are not (and never were) real. If one
accepts the Vician (and Crocian)
view of history as necessity, and the
non-repetition of history, each event,
action, and musical composition is
unique and complete in itself, and
concepts such as Baroque, Renaissance, Impressionism, etc., whil e
possibly useful , are not real and
cannot be found.
A further task of the Musicologist
stems from the need to perform a
piece of music in order to have the
real document. This task requires
the study of perform an ce practice.
Since it is impossible for the composer to indicate unequivocally
every performance detail (though
some have tr ied , others have made
no attempt), many of the decisions
will depend on the prevailing style
of the original period. If one know
how scores wer e usually treated in
performance at that time, one can
make intelligent decision which are
at least possibly corr ect (though not
necessarily undeniably so). Clas ification becomes useful, almo t
necessary, for these practical consider ations.
By classifying a piece, the performan ce conventions which can be
identified with the period can be
examined and applied to the piece.
In some cases, this actually dictate
playing different notes or rhythm
than the ones notated! Without
paying attention to the e con iderations, a com pletely different, and
possibly unrecognizable performance may result, which will likely
not at all refl ect the original compo er 's intentions, and hence cannot
be said to be a "track" of that earlier

event. Allied with this will be the
study of the instruments of that time,
to determine their capabilities,
limitations, and the influence they
may have thereby exerted on the
original creative compo itional
process.
Since the full impact of a mu ical
composition as a document or "track"
from an earl ier situation lie i11 the
sounds, it is necessary to examine
the rol e of the Perform er as an all y
to the Musicologist in thi h istorica l
undertaking. To be sure, it i po sibl e for the Musicologist and Performer to be one and the same p rson , but the specifi c demand and
scope of each aspect of th ta k have
become so imm ense that mo t fr quently they are actually eparat
persons. T hree key element onstitute the historical aspect of the Performer's role: to understand th
original context, to relate it to th
contemporary context, and to communicate to the contemporary audi ence.
To under tand the original context, the Performer mu t I am from
h is own study and u ually from th
re earch of the Mu i ologi t and
other hi torian . He mu t all mpt
to acquire as complete a familiarity
wi th the sitz im Leben of th

him ,
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A musical composition may be seen as a historical document just as a poem, a novel,
a painting, a treaty, a diary, a shard of pottery, a bone, or a fossil are documents.
the Performer is free to pursue his
task of interpreting the composition. He has acquired as much insight into the period, the styles,
possibilities, and limitations which
applied to such pieces at that time
as he could find. He knows both
what was generally done in performance and what was clearly not
allowed or possible. For example,
he knows about the types of ornamentation which Performers regularly added to the notated score in
certain periods (and which the composers actually expected), or the
lack of crescendo/decrescendo on
the harpsichord or organ of the
seventeenth-eighteenth centuries.
With all these data, he proceeds to
experiment with the various possibilities, making his decisions on
the basis of the historical data, his
own musical sensitivity, and his
judgment of the most effective way
of communicating all this to his
particular audience. The more open
to and concerned with the historical
data the Performer is, the more he
will be able to tune his musical
judgment to the demands of each
style and period. A concert of music
all drawn from a single composer
or style can allow the audience for
that space of time almost to crawl
back in time and experience something of an earlier age. On the other
hand, if a variety of styles is chosen,
it is then possible to get a glimpse
at several little sections of history.
If no attention is given to the authentic performance practices or styles
involved, the contrasts from the different periods would be lost, and it
would all sound like it came from
the same source.
The second task of. the Performer
is to relate the original context to
the contemporary. This first of all
implies a real understanding of contemporary society, and especially
how it contrasts with the past. More
particularly, it requires an evaluation of the musical situation in the
two eras. Technical advances have
32

led to changes (improvements?)
in the design and construction of
musical instruments with often corresponding alterations in the tonal
characteristics of th_e sounds produced or the techniques required for
such sound production. At least
equally important, technical advances have produced machines
which surround us with sounds far
louder and more persistent than before the Industrial Revolution.
As an example, in the time of
Johann Sebastian Bach (1685-1750) ,
the pipe organ in church was very
likely about the loudest sound anyone heard (except perhaps for the
blacksmith shop or thunder). Today
not only are other instruments
louder than then (brass, woodwinds)
but we are surrounded by cars,
trucks, jet airplanes, factories, power
tools even at home, and radios, televisions, and stereos often capable of
producing volumes damaging to the
ear. This means that the tonal
spectrum and dynamic level of a
Bach organ Fugue is heard today
within a totally different sound
context than originally. Also, whereas a Beethoven Sonata or Symphony
may have been daringly bold with
respect to form, harmonic usage,
etc., in its time, most audiences
today would not only have heard
the piece before, but also pieces
which came after it, expanding on
that which was innovative in it, removing forever the absolute newness
and startling originality to the
listener.
Another set of decisions comes to
the fore at this point. Questions
like: Should I use an old harpsichord instead of a piano, an English
Horn instead of an Oboe d'Amore,
a modern trumpet instead of an old
small-bore one, sing with a more
flat, nasal tone quality, and so
forth? One can purchase recordings
and hear live performances of many
types of music performed on historic instruments. But even if that
is the decision , the new aural con-

text of the audience means that the
effect of these old instruments will
be different than it originally was.
Finally, and of overall importance,
the Performer must communicate
the intention and inspiration, the
creative spark, of the composer, to
the audience. Just as a historian
may strive to tell history as it really
happened, both Marc Bloch and
Benedetto Croce understood and
said that that is not really possible.
Simply to string together all available bits of data tells no story, and
provides no real help toward understanding the event. Also, since there
are usually too many bits of data to
include them all, just the act of
selecting those to include involves
some judgment by the historian.
Furthermore, not every element
of every action is documented, hence
informed interpretation is necessary. So too with a musical performance.
The Performer uses every means
at his disposal to understand the
context of the piece. He acquaints
himself with the piece and the composer so that he can practically
crawl inside the composer and experience for himself the creative
impulse behind the composition.
Then, coupled with the necessary
technique and associated skills of a
performer, he communicates this
creative impulse to his audience
through the performance. To be
sure, it is his own interpretation of
what the original creative impulse
and intention might have been that
he is communicating, and it is also
his own judgment about the most
effective way of relating all this to
the particular audience. When the
homework has been thoroughly
done, a unique event takes place.
The audience hears a piece of music,
which it may simply enjoy as entertainment (as is also often the case
in reading history) or also receive
it as a document (in the technical
sense) from an earlier historic occasion or period. The unique aspect
The Cresset

But the real document
is the performance.
Afternoon
of this is that in this case, the document is being recreated in their very
presence. It is both a mirror ("track")
of the composer and a creation of
the Performer. Only with a musical
composition is this current recreation both a part of the process of
historical investigation and in fact
a necessity of that investigation.
Consequently, the Musicologist
and Performer unite in this undertaking. The research into the events
of the past and the preparation of
an accurate score, even with detailed verbal performance instructions, is a necessary but incomplete
prior condition of the faithful performance, which would itself also be
incomplete without the background
work. When all these elements fall
into place, a truly remarkable thing
happens. A door opens, as it were,
and a composer, possibly long dead,
speaks from his inner soul directly
to the soul of the listener, through
the medium of another artist, the
Performer. One may, in that instance, more truly relive a prior
historical event, and thereby receive
a more intimate understanding of
the actions and inspiration of that
historical event, and to a lesser
extent the surrounding events of
that earlier time (since no event in
history is isolated), than by study
of any other form of documentation.
The difficulty of this whole endeavor, of course, lies in the nonverbal nature of the communication
involved. It is communication on a
different (and perhaps deeper?)
level than through words. Nevertheless, it is valuable to our understanding of our current selves,
since we are in one sense the sum of
our past and contain all history
within us (not in a progressive sense
as Kant believed, but in a cumulative sense). It is this uniting of past
and present in a single current
event which places music on the
high plane many feel it occupies.

above us a young boy
is hang-gliding
riding the Santa Barbara currents
against the mesquite
and chapparal
on the orange cliffs
he will not fall

the bathers below the hiway
do not look up
the sea gulls perch
and bob in the shallows
off shore the oil wells
glide stolidly
from island to island

today
although the couple
from Iowa
do not believe that

your hand touches mine
as the first pink tracing
of late sun
runs like a streamer
through the water

they watch with the motor
running
their mouths chew and row
against the fresh sea breezes
they wanted so badly

a point of light
down the beach
seems to signify something
some silent sign
that the day can end now

J. T.Ledbetter

Evening
there is no evening
only days stretched until they
break
against the holy hours
of innocence
when you breathe into my mouth
and the rain hangs suspended
in the trees
and the mists rise from
the barranca
covering tree house dreams
all . ..
this spectral time
when we do not talk
but listen to our breathing
measured and deep
resonate with the rain on the windows
while the Basque shepherd sits
in the granite notch
beneath dark and glistening oaks
across the ravine
his dogs quiet
among the sheep moving uneasily
in the thick grass
while the fish hover
wonderfully awake in the green water
beneath the falls . • •

J. T. Ledbetter

••
••
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We were thrust back by the documentary immediacy
of the moving images of the war to the war itself.

Vietnam Memoirs: 1980
Bringing the War Home
On Film in the Classroom
R. Keith Schoppa
Some commentators have suggested that the astounding flood of
af(ection for the freed U.S. hostages
and the concomitant wave of patriotism sweeping the country are
drowning the last bitter memories of
the American experience in Vietnai:n . . A more accurate interpretation, I suspect, is that the American
myth of innocence, which so contributed to our involvement in Vietnam, is being reborn with renewed
strength. Graham Greene's contention in The Quiet American that
American innocence makes it the
most dangerous country in the
world was the assigned topic for a
major essay in my course last fall,

R. Keith Schoppa, chairman of the
Department of History at Valparaiso
University, received his Ph.D. in
modern Chinese history at the University of Michigan. He teaches courses
on East Asian history and culture and
is especially interested in problems of
intercultural understanding and appreciation. His forthcoming book, The
Four Zhejiangs: Socio-Political
Elites and Political Development in
Early Twentieth Century China,
will be published by Harvard University Press.
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"The Vietnam War through Film
and Literature." The course elicited a large response (fifty students) and a rather turbulent reaction.
The course evolved from my
fascination with a war that has considerably shaped the present outlook
of the country as well as my own
career. The current group of undergraduates, born in the years from
1959 to 1962, have little, if any,
memory of the trauma of the war and
little appreciation of its meaning.
I set out to introduce a course
which probed the origins and assumptions of U.S. policy, the nature
of American values, and the effects
of the war on the men who fought
and those who waited for their return. Little did I realize that by the
course's end, some of us would become walking casualties.
Though the course's cumulative
impact came from both films and
readings, I will direct my comments here to the use of film in
probing these issues. Included were
Hollywood feature films (in which
one finds many of the cultural and
political assumptions underlying
U.S. involvement) and two types of
documentaries: historical and explanatory anthologies detailing the
whys and whats of the U.S. role;
and personal accounts looking at the
effects of this war on the combatants. With the exception of China
Gate (1957) and The Green Berets
(1968), all the films were either
neutral or opposed to the U.S. role;
I am unaware of any serious film
that takes a positive attitude toward
our involvement.
Certainly, the class did not take
Gate and Berets seriously. Dedicated
to France's "uplifting" of Vietnamese civilization, the first film
argues for the monolithic and aggressive nature of Communism;
through symbols it extolled the
American frontier myth ; and it
turned the historical situation on
its head by having non-Asians as

guerrillas attacking Asians with
stationary bases. The class moaned
and jeered this racist, sexist fantasy
of Angie Dickinson (as half-Chinese
Lucky Legs) leading a multi-national
mercenary squad to blow up a
Chinese Communist ammunition
dump. Though students generally
dismissed this film out of hand,
several students would later argue
for the pro-Imperialistic ideals
exhibited in the film.
The Green Berets introduced students to the possibility that the
visions of Hollywood may only be
a reflection of government attitudes and policy (in making it,
John Wayne received substantial
help from the Defense Department).
The blatantly propagandistic nature of the film-from the contrived
opening scenes at Fort Benning to
Wayne's paternalistic "You're what
this war is all about" to the Vietnamese orphan - brought laughter,
booing, and cheering from a small
group who brought popcorn to create the proper ambience. An army
veteran complained after class that
this lack of respect for the U.S.
soldier was disturbing; I did not
convince him that the class was
laughing not at the U.S. but at this
thoroughly laughable film.
A Face of War (1968 ), a documentary
of a Marine infantry unit, sobered
the levity. In excruciating detail,
the class was confronted by the
horror of men writhing in agonizing pain and meeting violent death;
the realities of Vietnam for the
average soldiers-the treks through
elephant grass and waist-deep
flooded paddies; the constant threat
of snipers and ambush; the unpredictability of life-shocked the class.
The reaction to the film was intense! y
personal ("those guys are just my
age"). The film does not even mention who the enemy is or why the
war is being fought; these are soldiers doing their duty. For students
in 1980, those false abstractions of
the war concocted by policy-makers
The Cresset

The course initiated the students into the war the way Americans originally learned
about the war-on film-but little did I realize some of us also would be casualties.
or later presidential apologists"a noble war," anti-Communist
crusade, the "right" of self-determination- began to be seen in new
perspective in the face of war's
reality.
After viewing this documentary ,
we found later feature films contrived and artificial. The documentaries resurrected the ghostly
images which had burrowed into
the psyches of America's youth and
adults in the 1960s; but for the
class, the children of the '60s, it was
an initiation into the war the way
Americans had originally learned
about the war-on film . Perhaps the
subdued silence with which the
film was greeted resulted largely
from the seductive power of documentary film: the creation of the
sense that what appears on the
screen is as faithful a representation of what happened as can ever
be reached. Film as seductor makes
interpretation seem superfluous;
therein lies its danger for the uncritical viewer and its challenge
for the history teacher utilizing film.
From this point on, students began to ask me to invite Vietnam
veterans to class to discuss their
experiences. This desire for immediacy of experience was most
suprising to me, for I had earlier
imagined that the graphic film coverage would satiate any desire for
exposure to the Vietnam experience.
The quest for the reality of Vietnam was spurred by Frontline (1980)
which offered an unflinching look
at the war by an Australian photojournalist, Neil Davis. This documentary clearly raised the issue of
interpretation for the class rather
than seducing it into silent acquiescence. Davis covered the fighting
of Asians (South Vietnamese and
Cambodian troops) , reporting on
their excellent fighting ability and
morale. This view clashed directly
with the analysis offered in other
course materials written and produced by Americans, specifically
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that Asians were incompetent and
venal, destroying the efficiency of
the U.S. operation. Davis contended
that American troops did not do the
majority of the fighting; they were,
moreover, a traveling circus, tramping about with excess equipment with
the finesse and secrecy of elephants,
giving away their location by the
smells of shaving cream, toothpaste,
and cigarettes.
Students resented Frontline for a
number of reasons , some unvoiced .
The class was generally willing to
place the blame for the war on the
misconceptions and errant views of
civilian and military policy-makers;
but Davis' implications of U.S.
military ineptitude and, in several
places, reference to their pointed
racism could not be stomached.
Several students simply refused to
believe this description of the U.S.
military. Others defensively attacked what they considered Davis'
pro-Asian bias. The film , in fact ,
was the only one in the course with
the Asians at center stage; such a
view some students suggested, was
not "giving Americans their due."
Finally, the greatest resentment
came because Davis directly challenged student views of U.S . racial
and
technological
superiority.
Whose interpretation is ri ght ,
students demanded . They were head
to head with the central issue in
historical study : how does one
interpret the evidence ?
Clearly some students did not
relish this task. One hi story student dropped her major the next
morning. She knew what she believed
before she took the cour e ("John
WayneAmericansim,"as she phra ed
it), and she did not want to give
that up. The course was too upsetting; now she did not know what
to believe. I wanted to stand and
cheer, to tell her that education i
the challenging of old idea and
biases and the working out of more
rigorous and thoughtful analy e .
But she wa adamant in her de ire

to keep her cherished ideas intact.
The casualty list grew with the
next film , Go Tell The Spartans
(1977) , a splendid little film chronicling the fictional effort of any
army unit in 1964 to rega rri on Muc
Wa , an outpost abandoned a decade
earlier by the French. In very fine
fashion , the characters and plot
satirize the roots of U.S. involvement and ultimately the cotirse of
the war. In the character we see
American naive idea lism, convictions of racia l and cultural superiority, knee-jerk patriotism , and
the belief that our ways and policies
are always right for the world .
These are th e very components
of the innocence that, accordi ng to
Greene, is dangerous in a diverse
world . While some student began
to add notes to their quizzes mentioning how di turbing the clas
was, others began to champion thi
Am erican innocence. As one wrote
seriously in hi s essay,
We as Americans take pnde and rnnf1dcncc
in knowing we are 1hr best and greatest
in the world . and in feeling thi s wav we
have this deep emotion inside of us that
wants to tell the world that thi s wa} of
life that we have is the best for e-vcryonc
no maller who they may be or tn "hat
cou ntry they may live .

The novel Close Quarters by Larry
H einema nn , which foll w d /,arta11s,
was a brutal description of th
fi ghting of the war. In a parti ularl
nasty cene, two ,Is gra tuitously
burn a woman' house I aus sh
had haken her fi ~ts at th m f r stirring up dust with their tanks; th y
think the d struction of h r h m'
hila riou and laugh wh •n ·,·er th
pass the rubbl . During the di cu ion that v ning I b !<"am increasingly upset. Student a tually
came to the Gh' clef ns •: thi pisod is ju . t like \mall hilclr •n
getting ev n with a grou h old
neighbor lady by ringing h r d
bell and running away bcfor
get to the door. I wa in r •dul u
at what I consicl r d hocking m r.il
obtus n . • tuclcnt. r pli d that
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they were indeed becoming desensitized to violence, that they
could no longer react with horror
to the horrible.
Although we still had four films,
including the Academy Award
winning Hearts and Minds, the class
pattern was set. Many seemed "desensitized," responding matter-offactly to films detailing the historical escalation of the war. Several
became strident in defense of American policy. A few were upset at both
the other groups, for the perceived
apathy of the former and what they
saw as the troglodytic thinking of
the latter. It was interesting how
much the reactions of the class to
the course reflected the attitudes
of Americans to the war during the
war itself: the vast majority, apathetic and acquiescent; a smaller number, gung-ho "bomb-them-to-theStone-Age" types; and a small number, concerned protestors.
In retrospect, the use of film in
. investigating this historical topic
brought an immediacy of the war
and its issues that would simply
have been impossible using literature alone. We were thrust back
by the images to the war itself.
Several students commented that
they were now better able to comprehend the tumultuous state of
American society in those years,
having experienced considerable
tumult debating the political,
cultural, and moral issues in the
class. We wrestled with the problems of every history course: ascertaining, analyzing, and interpreting historical evidence and
studying its relevance for the present. Yet the use of film enabled
me to confront the students visually
with a new "reality" and thereby
engage them more easily in an exciting historical and cultural investigation. SometimE:s the class
was tense and unpleasant; nerves
became frayed. At the end of the
course, I was tired. I think that we
agreed in a very substantial way
with the closing words of Michael
Herr's Dispatches: "Vietnam, Vietnam, Vietnam, we've all been there."

••
••
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Novelists today are forced
to deliver unwelcome words.

Jonah's Burden
The Problem of Good
And the Evil of our Time

Review Essay
John G. Parks
Perhaps it was the clean, crisp
decapitation that did it. Or maybe
the church steeple plunging like a
spear through the desperate priest .
Then, again, it might have been the
mad dogs attacking the protagonists
in a cemetery well past midnight.
In any event, I must confess, sometime during the viewing of The
Omen one summer, I became slightly
unhinged. I lost my accustomed
aplomb, my intellectual distance,
my immunity to the cheap thrill.
Good is defeated. The devil's party
has come to power at last. The earth
is given to him, and God, at best,
is an absentee landlord. The end is
near. And isn't it such fun to say so!
"It is always with some embarrassment," Ihab Hassan wrote nearly
twenty years ago, "that one speaks
of evil nowadays." 1 Today, it is
1

Jhab Hassan, "The Victim : Images of Evil
in Recent American Fiction," College English, LI (1959). 140.
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with some embarrassment that one
speaks of good. Actually, speaking
seriously about both good and evil
is an embarrassing project in our
culture. It is an embarrassment to
a culture that has grown too sophisticated for the substance of traditional religion. Good and evil, like
sin, are words that lack significance
cut off from a supporting theology
and a probing theodicy. Good and
evil in such a culture are seen to be
mostly problems of social adjustment. After the terrible losses and
insanities of our recent past, you
would think that this would no longer
be true. But despite the plethora of
demons and disasters in recent films,
shown with such extraordinary explicitness, and the anti-heroic
nihilism of many recent novels, the
therapeutic is still triumphant in the
culture. As Tom Wolfe and Peter
Marin, among others, have pointed
out, narcissism is the keynote of our
time. Best selling books of pop
psychology
promise
perfection
through self-improvement techniques. The attitude of the time can
best be expressed as "the hell with
the world, let's talk about me!" 2
In her essay "The Imagination
of Disaster," Susan Sontag writes:
"Ours is indeed an age of extremity.
For we live under continual threat
of two equally fearful, but seemingly
opposed, destinies: unrem1ttmg
banality and inconceivable terror." 3
If, indeed, we are living during the
final loosening of Satan, the ending
of an age, the yearning for apocalypse, what is the role of the artist?
I would suggest the following: To
give an image to chaos, a morphology
to disorder. To exorcise the imagination of disaster, to humanize
entropy. To bring laughter to the
wrath. To diagnose the condition of
the self. In this endeavor the serious
2

Tom Wolfe, "The Me Decade and the Third
Great Awakening," in Mauve Gloves and
Madmen , Clutter and Vine (New York :
Farrar, Straus and Ciraus, 1976 ).

3

Susan Sontag, Against Interpretation (New
York : Dell, 1966). p. 224 .
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Ours is an age of extremity, for we live under the threat of two equally fearful ,
but seemingly opposed destinies: an unremitting banality and inconceivable terror.
author is not always appreciated or
understood. His work goes against
the currents of his age, and he is
criticized by some as performing a
disservice to mankind. Many contemporary authors, as Duncan Williams portrays them in his book
Trousered Apes, are modern Raskolnikovs indulging gratuitously in
violence and animalism and threatening our civilization with savagery.
While some of what alarmed critics say about contemporary writers
may be true, I would argue that our
writers have made evil their good
more out of a kind of necessity than
defiance. It is the writer's burden to
utter a sordid no to a generation
that appears to trust wholly in technology and abstractions. It is a burden because as creators they have
felt compelled to be destroyers, to
portray violence, disintegration,
absurdity, and madness. The artist
feels forced by his age to be a Jonah,
a reluctant messenger, delivering an
unwelcome message. The often
problematic nature of the writer's
vocation affects his sense of power
and influence, as well as his treatment of good and evil. The novelist
as a Jonah takes several forms .
One form is the heavily naturalistic presentation of a seamy side
of society or a senseless violent
crime, as in Hubert Selby Jr.'s Last
Exit To Brooklyn (1964) and Truman
Capote's In Cold Blood (1966). The
ruthless chronicl ing of horror,
brutality, and outrage is the substance of Jerzy Kosinski's novel
The Painted Bird (1963). One of my
students in a contemporary novel
course, after reading fifty pages
of this novel , exclaimed that if it
does not get better she would drop
the course. It did not, and she
stayed. But her reaction is not untypical of many readers. Kosinski's
child-protagonist lives through an
incredible series of outrages in wartom Eastern Europe and eventually
loses his voice. At the end the child
is restored to his parents, and he

recovers his voice, suggesting that
only by language and art can one
hope to transcend the terrors of
history and human evil.
That art and fiction-making are
problematic enterprises can be
seen in the number of novels having
artists as protagonists. R. W. B.
Lewis writes that the artist as hero
generally "has meant one of two
things: that the writer ... has hit
upon the artist as the representative
figure in the modern world or that
the writer ... has found it so difficult to cope with the shadowless
fragmentations of the immediate
scene that he is forced to take that
difficulty as the only subject he can
bear living witness to." 4 Art, in the
latter case, is quite reflexive and
obsessed with its own possibilities.
Such recent authors as John Hawkes ,
Thomas Pynchon, John Barth, Bernard Malamud, Saul Bellow, and
Kurt Vonnegut employ artist protagonists of various sorts.
A commingling of dreams, nightmares, and fantasies form the substance of John Hawkes' Second Skin
(1964). The narrative is so surrealistic that it is difficult to tell reality
from fantasy . The narrator, Skipper,
professes to give the "naked history"
of his life, a life filled with death
and his utter impotence in the face
of it. While art is apparently helpless to prevent evil, it can provide
an outlet from evil through the imaggination. If the real world is dreadful
and out of control, the imagination
can create an alternate world, a
floating island like Prospero's.
Skipper's tale, transmuting as it
does the death , disorder, and love's
failures in his world, is a tale of
survival.
One of the dangers of such an
artistic survival, of cour e, is olipsism. And that is what some of the
fiction of Thomas Pynchon and John
Barth explores. The desperate quest
4

R. W. B. Lewis. The Amencan Adam (Chicago: University of Chicago Press 1955 )
p. 118.

of Oedipa Maas, of Pynchon's novel
The Crying of Lot 49 (1966) , reflects
the problematic nature of reality
which concerns so many writers of
recent years. What is real and how
can one know it? The novel projects
the possibility, not only of a conspiratorial underworld awaiting an
opportunity to take over, but also
of the threat of a plurality of ·versions of reality that may totally
engulf the self. In John Barth 's
Lost in the Funhouse (1968) , the elf
is lost in fiction s, and is littl e more
than a speaking voice. Whil e fi ctions of all kinds are unavoidabl e,
some fictions are obviously b tter
than others, and, thus, love exists
as the primary way to avoid narcissism and solipsism.
One of the most di sturbing tr atments of the artist as hero i in
Bernard Malamud's The T enants
(1971). Here two writers, one white
and the other black, become locked
in mortal combat in a tenement ondemned to destruction. The novel
is about a noveli st writing about
love who does not know how to end
his book. The house of art, divid d,
is threatened with destruction fr m
within and without, and Mal amud 's
novel has no ending a su h. h
novel raises serious qu tion of th
efficacy of art a a red ming s ial
and personal force.
Kurt Vonnegut real
a rather
despairing view of th e arti t in hi\
fi ction . In Cat's Cradle (19 3), Jonah,
the protagonist, is writing a book
about the end of th world, but th
world end before he fini sh it. In
Slaug hterhouse-Five (J 69) th author
want to write an anti-war nov 1,
but is told that h may as , 11 writ
an anti-glacier no I. In Mother
ight (1966), Howard \; . ampbcll ,
Jr. i an agent-vi tim who i. u d
by all ides in war and peac , 1 aving
him empty of lfh d and earning
for death . t on point amp 11
exclaim : "The part of m that
wanted to tell the truth g t tum cl
into an xp rt liar! The lov r in m
37
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Good and evil are words lacking significance
when they are cut off from a probing theodicy.
got turned into a pornographer!
The artist in me got turned into
ugliness such as the world has
rarely seen before." 5 In Vonnegut,
the messenger is ambivalent, the
message is ambiguous, and communication itself is suspect, yet
unavoidable.
In a writer like Flannery O'Connor,
the delivery of the message is problematic, but the message is certain.
The world is hard of hearing and
blind, and it no longer knows what
is crooked. Her fiction is the incredibly intense attempt to penetrate that deafness and blindness
with the severity of truth. In her
world, people can avoid or deny or
repudiate the truth only so long before they collide with it. Story
after story reveals the results of that
collision-very often death, but
always the burning away of pride
and illusions, and an epiphany of
grace. Tarwater in The Violent Bear
It Away (1960) learns the terrible
truth from prophet Rayber:
Ignore the Lord Jesus as long as you can!
Spit out the bread of life and sicken on
honey . Whom work beckons. to work!
Whom blood, to blood! Whom lust to lust!
Make haste , make haste. Fly faster and
faster. Spin yourselves in a frenzy , the time
is short! The Lord is preparing a prophet.
The Lord is preparing a prophet with fire
in his hand and eye and the prophet is
moving toward the city with his warning.
The prophet is coming with the Lord's message. "Go warn the children of God ,"
saith the Lord , "of the terrible speed of
justice." Who will be left? Who will be left
when the Lord 's mercy strikes?6

Freedom is only found in service,
in the fulfillment of the call in
O'Connor's world.
The diminishment of the self and
the fractured image of man are the
dominant features of most modern
literature. It is to this problem that
Saul Bellow speaks so eloquently
in his fiction and 'in his Nobel speech.
He argues that, despite the disVonnegut, Jr. , Mother Night ( ew
York : Avon , 1966 ), p. 150.

5 Kurt

6 Flannery

O'Connor, The Violent Bear It
Away in Three by Flannery O'Connor (Ne"
York: Signet, 1962), p. 339 .
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integration and alienation of our
time, man hungers for durable
truths, and it is the artist's responsibility to return to the central
energies of human experience, to
that which comes to us as a gift.
Robert Penn Warren argues essentially the same point in his book
Democracy and Poetry (1975). Our
poetry, he asserts, in the inclusive
sense of that term, has ·shown us that
we are in danger of losing the concept and reality of the free and responsible self which serves as the
basis for our democracy. Like
Bellow, Warren believes that it is
the task of poetry to engage us in
the adventures of selfhood.
Perhaps, in this end time, our
writers will move away from being
Jonahs, delivering a harsh if needful message, to being creators of a
new man out of the chaos and wreckage of the dyin:g · age. One writer
concerned with this problem is
Walker Percy. He likens our plight
to that of a castaway awaiting a message in a bottle. The castaway will
not accept or believe any piece of
knowledge or information that
comes his way. For him to take it
seriously, the message must be news
that speaks directly to his condition and it must be delivered, not
in a bottle, but by a man:
But what if a man receives the commission
to bring news across the seas to the castaway and does so in perfect sobriety and
with good faith and perseverance to the
point of martyrdom? And what if the news
the newsbearer bears is the very news the
castaway had been waiting for , news of
where he came from and who he is and
what he must do , and what if the newsbearer brought with him the means by
which the castaway may do what he must
do? Well then , the castaway will , by the
grace of God , believe him. 7

While Percy's parable, of course,
suggests the encounter between man
and the gospel, it can also serve
as a model for a serious engagement
with literary art.
Cl
7

Walker Percy, The Message In the Bottle
(New York : Farrar, Straus, and Girous ,
1975), p. 149 .
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Just and Unjust Wars
By Michael Walzer. New York: Basic
Books, 1977. Pp. 361. Paper, $5.95.

With the reinstitution of Selective
Service registration and the possibility of military conscription in the
future, Michael Walzer's book provides a ready resource for any person seeking to think seriously about
the question of war. Walzer's own
interest in the topic stems from his
participation in the protest against
the Vietnam War. He recognized
that he, and many others, made use
of the concepts and arguments of a
tradition which they did not know
very well. His study has produced a
volume which will probably serve
as a standard reference work on the
issues which the just war doctrine
raises.
Walzer wants to defend the business of arguing seriously about
moral questions in the face of legal
positivism and political reasoning
which concerns itself only with
policy goals. His aim is to recapture
the just war doctrine both for political and moral theory. Such moral
reflection is only made the more
necessary in light of the absence of
complete and clear laws regarding
warfare.
The work begins in a head-on engagement with the tradition of "realism" exemplified by Thucydides
and Thomas Hobbes. For this viewpoint, power is the only reality and
moral arguments are considered to
be nothing more than rationalizations of self-interest. Repeatedly in
the book, Walzer subjects to criticism
the viewpoint which uses General
The Cresset

The slogan "War is Hell!" ought not justify
an end to all moral considerations of war.

The Theatre
Of Erwin Piscator

Sherman's observation that "war is
hell" as its slogan. While Sherman
was undoubtedly correct in his evaluation, his words have been used as
a justification for the view that war
puts an end to all moral considerations.
Walzer compares moral concepts
to strategic concepts. Moral concepts are not only normative, but
also descriptive. They make it possible to brand specific actions. as
massacre or murder. The fact that
moral rules are often violated or
ignored under the pressure of battle
does not negate their validity.
Walzer builds his theory of just
war on the doctrine of fundamental
human rights. He considers a utilitarian approach wanting because it
too quickly surrenders moral concerns to the supposed demands of
situational exigencies. The rights
of a state are regarded as a collective
form of human rights. Aggression
is the most radical, perhaps the only,
crime of one state against another.
And self-defense is not simply an
expression of self-interest; it is a
struggle against a crime aimed at
society as a whole. But the absolute
demand remains: self-preservation
is no excuse for the violation of the
rights of others.
Walzer outlines the traditional
legal paradigm for a just war and
proceeds to elaborate its necessary
revisions. As he methodically works
his way through the particulars,
pertinent and pointed historical
examples illustrate the significant
points of his argument. No attempt
is made to outline the history of the
just war doctrine, but historical
illustrations provide the concrete
means of testing its validity.
The distinction between fighting
a just war (ius ad bellum) and fighting a war justly (ius in bello) provides
the framework of the argument in
the book. Even a just war may be
fought with unjust means, and some
soldiers may employ just means in
the pursuit of an unjust war. The

By John Willett. New York: Holmes and
Meier, 1979. Pp. 224. Cloth, $24.95.

German general Erwin Rommel
may fit the latter category. In his
brief comments on the American
involvement in Vietnam, Walzer
concludes that the war was neither
just nor fought justly.
In war, only soldiers surrender
their right not to be killed. All civilians have a prima facie right to immunity, a consideration by which
military siege, blockade, and reprisal are to be normed. Walzer
makes the historical judgment that
the disregard of civilian rights which
characterized the practice of saturation bombing in World War II has
fueled the terrorist practices that
now plague Western society.
In his discussion of judgments to
be made under extreme emergency
circumstances, Walzer finds it necessary to make a conditional use of the
utilitarian principles of usefulness
and proportionality . Here no rules
can be enunciated, because the situation involves deciding under what
extreme conditions the rules may
be overriden. In this context, Wal zer presents his somewhat too bri ef
consideration of nuclear deterre nce.
Walzer concludes with an afterward that considers non-violence.
Although the latter is clearly preferable to war, Walzer does not consider it a total answer. More important, he argues that the success
of non-violence depends upon the
readiness of the authorities oppo ed
to accept the just war criterion th at
military violence not be empl oyed
against non-combatants. Where thi s
acceptance has been lacki ng, the
proponents of non-violence have
simply disappeared or have proved
ineffective.
The restraint of war as a military
struggle depends upon it tran formation into a politi ca l struggle. If
this transformation i to be realized,
we must insi t upon the rules of war
and hold oldiers rigidl y to them .
"The restraint of war i the beginning of peace."
Dale G. Lasky

C:

Erwin Piscator helped revolutionize the German theatre in the
1920s by founding "Political Theatre," a theatre which advocated the
performance of plays which achi eved
powerful political effects upon the
audience.
From 1924 to 1927 Pi cator dire ted
Berlin's Frei Volksbii.hne, an experimental theatre for the pre entatio n
of revolutionary socialist play . In
1927 he attained hi s own theatre
where his controversial stage productions of controver ial play shook
even the more sophi located Berlin
audiences. When the az is ro e to
power in 1933, Piscator emigrated
to the United States where he founded a now famou s dram a schoo l
(among his many student was Marlon Brando) in ew York .
In 1953 Piscator return d to B rlin to stage play · in vera l differ nl
theatres until he was again made th
director of a new ly found d Frei
Volksbulme in 1962. H wa not, however , a ucce fut a director in th
1960 , for the" oaring ixti " w re
very different from th "roaring
twenti e "and h cou ld not ke p pa
with the theatri al d v lopm nt~
that were taking plac all ov r th
Eu rop an ontincnt. Iii ~ produ tion
tyle had b com obsol t , and nl
with Rolf II hhuth \ The D putv
did h one again r c iv int rnational attention. Ile di d 1n l
leaving behind a coll tion of , \3
on the thcatr which ar \till int re ting to read, th ugh m ti nowa•
day f r th ir hi~t rical int r ,,1
only.
John Wi llett\ The Theatre of tnri11
Piscator r tra c~ the lif and work f
Pi cator with gr at car for th data
and d p in ight into th m. Thi
xpert and prof ional wor will
be a w lcom re ur for all tud nt
f tw nti th •ntury drama .

c: Carol Petersen
'I
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------------------America the Unloved

John Strietelmeier
The paradox which I want to
examine in this column is that
Americans, who are among the
world's most vociferously patriotic
people, do not really love their
country.
This is not to say that Americans
are hypocritical . It is to say that
our patriotism differs in kind from
the patriotism of most people in
other countries. A Frenchman, for
example, may detest not only the
men and women who govern him
but also the political institutions of
the Fifth Republic-and yet feel a
deep loyalty to LaFrance, the land
and waters and atmosphere of
France.
With Americans, this is turned
around. To be a real American is,
for most of us, to respect and defend
the institutions of our governmentthe Constitution, the laws enacted
thereunder, and the orderly machinery through which those laws
are made, interpreted, and enforced. To be a real American is
to know and revere the great figures
of our national past-Washington,
Franklin,Jefferson,Jackson, Lincoln,
the two Roosevelts. It is to be aware
of the great events of our national
history-Valley Forge, the Alamo,
the Gettysburg Address, trustbusting, the Battle of the Bulge,
Americans walking on the moon.
40

But the land, the waters, the
atmosphere-these
have
commanded neither our love nor our
respect. We sing. about loving
America's rocks and rills, woods
and templed hills but, as Al Smith
used to say, "Let's look at the record." From the abandoned farmsteads of the original colonies to
the cut-over forest ll!nds of Michigan
to the dust bowl of the Southwest
and more recently to the befouled
coastal waters surrounding us the
hand of the predator lies heavy
upon America.
One need not be a Jeremiah to
mourn over the departed glory of
what was once the fairest land on
the surface of the earth. One need
only love this land to see, in its
ravaged beauty, traces of the glory
that once was hers. But for most
of us even these traces are harder
and harder to find as the land ·is
increasingly developed (horrible
word) and deprived of its naturalness, its freshness.
Why have we treated America
so? The reasons are many and complicated and I can mention only
a few:
1. Our ancestors came here, most
of them, as refugees from the hunger
and poverty of Europe, looking for
economic opportunity. America
was bonanza, a whole continent of
free goods waiting to be transformed
into the raw materials of commerce
and industry by the then-burgeoning
Industrial Revolution.
2. All over the Western world,
in those early days of our national
history and extending right down
to the present, populations were
exploding at the same time technology was giving us a wider range
of things to make our lives easier
and more pleasant. Never before in
human history has the pressure of
human wants been so great on Nature's resources. And we can not yet
see any end to this development.

3. In the United States, especially,
national attitudes toward resources
were forged in an age dominated
by a frontier mentality. Americans
saw their country as a limitless
expanse of resources to be used up
and abandoned. Conservationists
tell the story of the old farmer who
responded indignantly to some
suggestions of the county agent:
"What does he know about farming?
I wore out four farms in my lifetime and never heard any such
things as he was talking about."
It's not a very funny story- at least
not in Appalachia or in the old
Cotton Belt or in southern Indiana
or in the Dust Bowl.
4. The years of our national life
have seen increasingly destructive
wars-wars which consumed, in half
a decade, quantities of resources
which might have lasted us a century. And the kind of armed "peace"
in which the Western world has
lived since World War II has been
hardly less destructive of resources,
especially of the energy resources.
The list could be extended. All
of us share with our ancestors the
blame for what has happened to
blast the pristine loveliness of
America the Beautiful. But only our
generation can begin the process
of undoing what has been done over
so many years.
That new beginning demands a
redefinition of patriotism which
broadens it beyond pride in our
history and loyalty to our institutions to a deep and passionate love
of this portion of the earth sphere
which we call America with its lands
and waters and air, its spacious
skies and its deeply buried mineral
treasures, its majestic purple mountains and its rich-fruited plains-all
the things that we have so readily
(and so easily) celebrated in song
and done so very little to preserve,
protect, and defend. And the hour
is much later than most of us realize.
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